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Abstract

Study on the Feasibility of Using Electromagnetic Methods
for Fracture Diagnostics
Natália Gastão Saliés, M.S.E.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Mukul M. Sharma

This thesis explores two ways of developing a fracture diagnostics tool capable of
estimating hydraulic fracture propped length and orientation. Both approaches make use
of an electrically conductive proppant. The fabrication of an electrically conductive
proppant is believed to be possible and an option currently on the market is calcined
petroleum coke. The first approach for tool development was based on principles of
antenna resonance whereas the second approach was based on low frequency magnetic
induction. The former approach had limited success due to the lack of resonant features at
the stipulated operating conditions. Low frequency induction is a more promising
approach as electromagnetic fields showed measurable changes that were dependent on
fracture length in simulations. The operation of a logging tool was simulated and the data
showed differences in the magnetic field magnitude ranging from 2% to 107% between
fracture sizes of 20m, 50m, 80m, and 100m. Continuing research of the topic should
focus not only on simulating more diverse fracture scenarios but also on developing an
inversion scheme necessary for interpreting field data.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 CONTEXT OF STUDY AND MOTIVATION
In their 2011 Annual Energy Outlook, the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) projected that the consumption of natural gas would increase 15%
by 2035 (on a BTU basis). A large part of this increase will be used to fuel the expanding
electricity generation demands. Between 2025 and 2035, the U.S. EIA (2011a) projects
that the power generation capacity will grow 11 gigawatts per year and 80% of that new
capacity will be natural gas fired power plants. In addition to electricity generation,
natural gas consumption will also increase in the domestic and industrial sectors. In
order to meet this increasing demand, domestic natural gas production must grow from
21 Tcf to 26.3 Tcf between 2009 and 2035 (U.S. EIA 2011a). How will the oil and gas
industry deliver this production demand? According to the EIA projections the answer is
simple: shale gas.
In 2009 shale gas represented 16% of domestic gas production (already
significantly higher than the 2005 levels). By 2035, the U.S. EIA expects shale gas to
represent 47% of domestic gas production, becoming the “largest source of growth of US
natural gas supply” (U.S. EIA 2011a). This can be seen in Figure 1.1. Natural gas
production from conventional sources and tight gas reservoirs will decrease in the coming
years while shale gas production will greatly increase. After the economic success of the
Barnett shale with the high natural gas prices in 2006, the average annual growth rate of
shale gas production was 48% in the 2006-2010 period (U.S. EIA 2011a). This growth is
expected to continue, albeit not as aggressive, as newer shale plays ramp up their
production.

1

A by-product of shale development is the increased production of natural gas
liquids (NGL) and oil from liquid rich plays like the Eagleford and Bakken. Liquids
daily production is projected to almost triple by 2035 (from 1 MMbbl/day to 2.9
MMbbl/day) as companies flock to liquid rich shale gas and shale oil plays (U.S. EIA
2011a).
Rapid development of drilling and stimulations technologies has been key to the
successful exploration of shale gas reservoirs. Advances in technologies propelled the
increased recovery of initial-gas-in-place (IGIP) from 2% in 1998 to an average of 1535% in 2006 (King 2010). This has greatly helped the economics of shale gas ventures.
In his literature review paper, King (2010) points out what he believes are the four
biggest technological advances responsible for this increase in recovery: “slickwater”
fracturing; horizontal wells of lengths exceeding 5000ft; increased number of fracture
stages ranging from 10-20 per well; and simultaneous or sequential fracturing. Note that
three out of four of these factors are related to hydraulic fracturing technology.
Shale reservoirs, liquid or gas rich, have adequate porosity ranging from 7-15%
which allows them to accumulate a substantial volume of hydrocarbons. However, their
permeability is in the nano-Darcy range which means that fluid flow through the rock
occurs on a geologic time scale of millions of years (King 2012). Hydraulic fracturing
increases the effective reservoir permeability, and is the primary reason why it has been
to develop shale plays. The increasing contribution of shale reservoirs in the national
energy matrix necessarily puts a spotlight on hydraulic fracturing and the oil industry’s
current understanding of the technology.
Microseismic monitoring has been a valuable tool for studying hydraulic
fracturing and its use has provided important insights into fracture propagation in
reservoirs (Warpinski 2009). This fracture diagnostic method primarily detects acoustic
2

emissions related to shear failure events in the rock as fractures propagate. However,
some of the failure events recorded by microseismic monitoring are caused by fractures
that do not contain proppant and by stress relief in the rock in non-hydraulically
connected areas. After flowback is initiated, the seismic events due to those two causes
will not contribute to hydrocarbon flow (King 2010). Recent efforts explore new
inversion techniques that attempt to identify seismic source mechanisms (Jechumtálová
and Eisner 2008), however, this still remains one of microseismics’ largest drawbacks
(Cipolla and Wright 2000). In many shales only the propped fracture will remain open
after flowback causing increased flow rates in hydraulically fractured reservoirs. Thus it
becomes important to determine, specifically, the extent of the propped fracture. By using
principles of electromagnetics (EM) this thesis explores the possibility of developing a
tool which would be able to answer that crucial question. Ideally, this tool would be
operated in a single well minimizing economic impact and surface footprint.
1.2 EXPLANATION OF CONCEPT
During a hydraulic fracturing job, high pressure water and proppant is injected
down-hole. The proppant is a spherical particle with sufficient crush resistance in order to
support the overburden formation and impede fracture closure. More often than not, the
proppant is simply quartz particles (sand) with negligible electrical conductivity.
However, for the application of EM technology for fracture diagnostics, electrically
conductive proppant would be used in place of the traditional proppant in order to create
an electrically conductive fracture. This will increase the conductivity contrast between
the fracture and the background matrix and will increase the magnitude of the secondary
fields emitted by the fracture. Additionally, the use of conductive proppant allows the
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measurements to sense the propped fracture geometry, which, as discussed previously, is
the main contributor for increased hydrocarbon flow (King 2010).
After creating the hydraulic fracture, a wireline tool similar to contemporary
resistivity logs can be lowered down-hole. The tool would consist of a transmitter coil
that emits an EM field. The electrically conductive fracture will generate secondary EM
fields in response to the primary field. The tool would have at least two receiver coils
which would sense the primary and secondary emitted fields (Figure 1.2). The tool string
would sweep a vertical (or horizontal) interval of interest while acquiring EM field
strength and phase data. By analyzing the measured fields one would be able to gain
insight on the total conductive area of the fracture. Azimuthal orientation could possibly
be acquired by the use of tri-axial transmitter and receivers which is further explained in
Chapter 2. The wireline tool can be designed to operate according to two different EM
principles: antenna resonance or low frequency induction. Both these approaches are
evaluated in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The central question this work tries to answer is: Is it feasible to use EM methods
for determining propped fracture geometry? This thesis will present conclusions based on
basic and simplified computer simulation models, and explore the possibility of
successfully developing a tool that can be used in fracture diagnostics. Stemming from
that central question are intermediate steps which aim to investigate the sensitivity of EM
measurements to:
1. The effect of a bi-wing fracture, with a given length, width and height on
measured fields;
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2. The effect of fracture orientation with respect to the wellbore on the
measured fields;
3. The effect of background electrical conductivity and fracture electrical
conductivity (conductivity contrast) on strength and quality of received
signals;
4. The differences in received signal between using solenoid and toroid coils
in the transmission and reception of EM signals in horizontal wells;
5. Effect of receiver spacing on measured fields;
6. Effect of receiver cancelation scheme on final data quality.
Many other details must be investigated before this new tool is realizable,
however these provide a good start since this thesis aspires to be a proof-of-concept
work.
1.4 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
In Chapter 2 brief descriptions of available technologies related to fracture
diagnostics and new tool development is given. Microseismic (Section 2.1) is the
currently preferred method for studying fracture propagation. Cross-well EM
Tomography (XW-EMT, Section 2.2) is used to map fluid saturation in a 2D plane
between two wells. Although it seems unrelated to fracture diagnostics, the technologies
(both mechanical and numerical) developed in XW-EMT are similar to what is projected
to be necessary for the development of a fracture diagnostics tool. In Section 2.3 the
availability of electrically conductive proppant (ECP), central to the creation of the
technology in question, is discussed and examples are given.
The development of a new tool for fracture diagnostics was approached using two
EM principles: antenna resonance and low frequency induction. The most important
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experiments from the first approach are presented in Chapter 3. Due to the lack of
resonant features when the conductive fracture is embedded in lossy media this method
has been abandoned in favor of the induction method described in Chapter 4. Thus it is in
Chapter 4 that most of the research objectives are investigated. Finally, Chapter 5
presents the main conclusions from this work and suggests research areas for future
investigation.

Figure 1.1 - U.S. natural gas production, 1990-2035 (Tcf/yr) (U.S. EIA 2011)
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Figure 1.2 - Idealized schematic of EM fracture diagnostics tool. The fracture is filled
with electrically conductive proppant which when exposed to a primary EM
field emits a secondary (scattered) field which can be sensed by the
receivers.
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CHAPTER 2 – EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
2.1 MICROSEISMIC MONITORING TECHNOLOGY FOR FRACTURE DIAGNOSTICS
2.1.1 Brief Description and Field Use
Currently in the oil industry, there are two technologies that allow direct
measurement of hydraulic fracture (HF) geometry far away from the wellbore: tilt meters
and microseismic (MS) monitoring (Cipolla and Wright 2000). Of these two methods,
MS has gained popularity in the past 10 years and has been crucial to the advancement of
our understanding of fracture geometry in reservoirs. In many cases (especially in shale
gas and oil reservoirs) MS images have shown that fracture geometry is much more
complex than the widely accepted and idealized bi-winged fracture geometry (Warpinski
2009).
The high pressure water and sand pumped into the reservoir for a HF job perturb
the stresses and pore pressure fields in the stimulation zone. This can cause shear
slippage and tensile deformation within the rock which in turn results in microearthquakes, i.e. microseisms (Le Calvez et al. 2006). The released seismic energy (pand s-waves) can be detected by sensors such as geophones or accelerometers placed in
observation wells or on the surface (Wuestefeld et al. 2012, Le Calvez et al. 2006). The
released seismic energy is relatively small which renders MS measurements very
sensitive to any environmental noise. Even trivial events like wind blowing on the
wireline crane and neighboring well operations can hinder the quality of the acquired MS
data. The emitted seismic energy will decrease along its traveled path which limits the
distance at which sensors can be placed (Warpinski 2009). However if designed correctly
MS monitoring can provide estimates of fracture length, location, azimuth and overall
shape (Cipolla and Wright 2000).
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As the p- and s-waves propagate away from the source of the microseism, they
will be deflected and slowed down depending on the material properties and complexity
of the surrounding reservoir structure. The convolution of these pathways is the resultant
signal received at the sensor array (Baig et al. 2010). In order to locate the source of the
received signal through triangulation or other numerical methods, it is first necessary to
have an appropriate velocity model for the reservoir. In other words, a reservoir model
with acoustic properties of all layers and features is required in order to solve for the
origin of the sensed microseism. An improper velocity model can lead to errors in the
estimated location of MS event by a few hundred feet (Warpinski 2009) and in the
estimated fracture length and height by 20-40% (Castano et al. 2010). Once the MS
locations are determined, the seismic cloud can be used to estimate stimulated reservoir
volume (SRV) and fracture geometry. Larger SRV’s are seen as successful HF jobs and
are expected to produce the greatest increase in reservoir production (Wuestefeld et al.
2012). A depiction of MS events from a HF job can be seen in Figure 2.1. Traditionally,
almost all the MS events would be used to estimate SRV. But, as noted by Wuestefeld et
al. (2012), using the entire MS cloud (with equal weight amongst events) implies the
assumption of hydraulic connectivity between all the events and thus a small isolated
event could potentially change estimated SRVs by a significant amount.
When inverting MS data it is traditionally assumed that all events are due to pureshear failures (shear source models) which are also called Double-Coupled (DC) events.
However, this type of failure does not create accommodation space for fluid and
proppant. The MS events being mapped and used for SRV estimation are actually events
with no volumetric component related to fracture opening and thus cannot provide
information about proppant location and conductivity (Cipolla and Wright 2000, Castano
et al. 2010). This dichotomy is best noted in the words of Maxwell et al. (2004): “In the
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case of hydraulic fracturing (…) there is a fundamental inconsistency between these shear
source models and the primary intent of the operation to stimulate fracture dilation.” In
an attempt to address this inconsistency and better provide estimates of effective fracture
length (propped length) there has been recent developments in the area of moment tensor
analysis.
2.1.2 Moment Tensors and Source Mechanism Studies
A moment tensor (MT) represents the force couples that act upon the location of a
seismic event. The tensor has the combined effect of three source mechanisms: pure
shear, tensile (strain along an axis is compensated by strain along another axis), and
explosive/implosive. The forces that cause each of these source mechanisms are called
double-coupled (DC), compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD), and isotropic (ISO),
respectively. In traditional MS applications only pure shear source mechanism is
considered and thus the CLVD and ISO components of the tensor are neglected,
rendering the inversion easier to achieve. However, it is within CLVD and ISO
mechanisms that volume is created for water and proppant accommodation reason why
full MT inversion is attractive. For forces acting upon the reservoir rock, torque is not
admissible which makes the MT a 3x3 symmetric matrix with only 6 independent
elements. Three represent the orientation of the force couples, two represent the type of
source mechanism (k and T), and the last represents the events’ magnitude. The
parameter “k” describes the isotropic source and varies from -1 (purely implosive) to +1
(purely explosive). The parameter “T” describes the CLVD source and also varies from
-1 (tensile closing) to +1 (tensile opening). When k=T=0 the MT is comprised of only the
DC component and the source mechanism is pure shear. These mechanisms are best
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illustrated by the diamond diagram in Figure 2.2. (Baig et al. 2010, Wuestefeld et al.
2012)
MT inversion is exciting because of the possibility of identifying MS events
directly related to volumetric changes in the rock. However, to counterbalance its most
positive aspect is a considerable downfall: at least 2 monitor wells recording both p- and
s-waves are required to resolve the full 6 parameters (Warpinski and Du 2010).
Depending on the type of data available, it is possible to recover more or fewer
parameters from the MT as seen in Table 2.1. Notice that when only one well is
available, which is the case for most MS monitoring jobs, by using both p- and s-waves it
is possible to recover 5 tensor components.
Jechumtálová and Eisner (2008) successfully inverted 5 parameters of the MT
from a field case with only one monitor well. Even though the volumetric component was
not retrieved, the authors were still able to draw conclusions as to the appropriateness of
assuming a pure shear source mechanism. For the data set they analyzed (Texas Canyon
Sand Formation), they concluded that a pure shear mechanism is not consistent with the
recorded events. From the 12 events analyzed in their paper, 11 of them were more
consistent with non-DC source, which in other words means that there is a strong
possibility for volumetric accommodation of water and proppant and the events are more
likely to be hydraulically connected.
Warpinski and Du (2010) also studied the effect of inverting the MT with MS
data from only one well. In their paper, they created synthetic cases with increasing nonDC seismic sources. However, because the simulation was for a single receiver well, the
data inversion was performed by disregarding the volumetric component of the MT. The
higher the percentage of non-DC sources in the simulation, the greater the error in
estimating the fracture azimuth.
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To show the potential of a full MT inversion, let us look back at Figure 2.1. For
this field case 3 observation wells were used to monitor a HF job and thus all the
components of the MT were retrieved. In Figure 2.1 the MS events are color coded
according to their source-mechanism: non-DC opening in red, non-DC closing in blue
and DC in green. Wuestefeld and his collegues (2012) found that the vast majority of the
events were non-DC, contrary to the popular assumption that all recorded events are of
DC mechanism. Without the source-mechanism analysis, an engineer might have selected
the entire seismic cloud as the SRV for this stimulation. However, using the insight
provided by the full MT inversion only the events that are most likely hydraulically
connected (non-DC) were selected by Wuestefeld et al. (2012) to represent the effective
production SRV (Figure 2.3).
Baig et al. (2010) also analyzed the results from a fracturing MS monitoring job
which had 3 observation wells. A full MT inversion was performed and the events are
displayed on the diamond diagrams in Figure 2.4. Notice how most of the events seem to
have a CLVD source-mechanism indicating rock opening (left top side of the diamond)
and closure (right bottom side of the diamond). At the beginning of the proppant injection
(Figure 2.4, Sub-figure 1) most of the events are tensile opening and are located close to
the well (darker shaded dots). But as time progresses and the amount of proppant
increases (Figure 2.4, Sub-figures 2-4) the opening events happen further away from the
wellbore (lighter shaded dots) whereas an almost equal number of closing events start
happening near the wellbore. How can we explain fracture closing near the wellbore
while events with volumetric accommodation are still happening further away? The
authors postulate that the closing events near the wellbore are partial crack closures due
to the redistribution of stresses near the wellbore caused by the opening of cracks further
away. They believe this indicates water and proppant travel far away from the wellbore
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through a complex network of fractures and that regions with failure events with
volumetric components (both CLVD and ISO) are best to define SRV and true
production drainage area.
The two field cases shown demonstrate the potential of MT inversion for
identifying MS events with volumetric accommodation for proppant. Maxwell (2011)
also sees its potential, however with some important reservations. According to his
research, tensile failure and volumetric opening in reservoir rocks emit seismic energy
well below the MS spectrum and thus cannot be truly detected by MS monitoring (also
called aseismic events). To support this claim, Maxwell plots a large collection of MS
events from different applications as seen in Figure 2.5. The vertical axis is the ratio of
the s-wave amplitude to the p-wave amplitude. The horizontal axis is the angle between
the true azimuth for that singular event and the azimuth of the main seismic cloud for the
set to which the event pertains. Also plotted are lines which represent pure shear (DC),
half shear and half tensile (50% DC, 50% CLVD) and pure tensile (CLVD) failures. In
this data set, the overwhelming majority of data points lie on the pure shear failure
mechanism line. This makes sense in the light of Maxwell’s belief that the tensile and
volumetric source-mechanisms are aseismic and therefore are not recorded in MS jobs.
The observation also falls in line with the traditional assumption of DC-only source when
performing MS inversions. However it goes strikingly against the observations from the
field cases studied by Baig et al. (2010) and Wuestefeld et al. (2010). Additionally, it
reintroduces the paradox of recorded MS events not being compatible with volumetric
opening of fractures.
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2.1.3 Final Remarks on Microseismic Monitoring
MS has a natural application in the monitoring of hydraulic fracturing. By plotting
seismic events on a spatial map engineers have been able to better understand stress
distributions within the reservoir as a result of hydraulic fracturing. However, the
connection between microseismicity and volumetric/tensile opening expected in HFs is
still a point of contention in the literature. The development of MT inversion had hoped
to better establish that link but even its application has been brought into question.
Additionally, there are many challenges related to MS inversions due to signal-to-noise
ratio sensitivity, inherent event location uncertainties and traditional methods of
transmission and recording (Maxwell 2011). Thus, although the use of MS technology
has been extremely beneficial for the past decade, as it stands, there is still a strong need
in the industry for a technology that can directly asses the effective stimulated reservoir
volume, i.e. the hydraulically connected fracture system which remains open due to
proppant placement. It is in this need that this thesis explores the possibility of
developing a fracture diagnosis technique which uses electromagnetic principles.

Waves
P
S
P and S

1 Well
3
4
5

2 Wells
5
5
6

3 Wells
6
5
6

Table 2.1 – Number of Recoverable Moments depending on number of wells and wave
type availability (Warpinski and Du 2010)
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Figure 2.1 - The development of a complex fracture network over four overlapping stages
of a frac. An event is depicted as a penny-shaped crack, colored to indicate
if the mechanism for the event as determined from SMTI, is most consistent
with an opening event (Red), a closure even (blue), or a shear failure (green)
(Wuestefeld et al. 2012, Figure 4)

Figure 2.2 - A source-type plot showing the different modes of failure that can be
distinguished on the diamond diagram. The horizontal axis is the parameter
T which varies from +1 to -1 (from left to right). The vertical axis is the
parameter k which varies from +1 to -1 (from top to bottom) (Baig et al.
2010).
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Figure 2.3 - Iso-surface representing the enhanced permeability for a stimulation in both
plan and cross-sectional views (Wuestefeld et al. 2012, Figure 5)
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Figure 2.4 - Source-type plots for the events in the east half of the treatment zone over
four different periods of increasing proppant (Top). Dots colored according
to their distance from the wellbore, the lighter the grey shade the further
away from the wellbore. Injection pressure (Bottom – blue) and proppant
load (Bottom- green) at distinct time periods (Baig et al. 2010, Figures 4 and
5)
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Figure 2.5 - Composite amplitude ratio plot with various source mechanism models and
field data from a variety of applications (Maxwell 2011, Figure 2).
2.2 CROSS-WELL ELECTROMAGNETIC TOMOGRAPHY (XW-EMT)
2.2.1 Introduction
When developing a new technology as one proposed in this thesis, it is a useful
exercise to research analogous technologies that might lend insight into the problems and
potentials of what is being developed. Cross-well Electromagnetic Tomography (XWEMT) uses hardware systems and algorithms similar to the ones predicted to be required
for the development of an EM tool for fracture diagnosis. For this reason XW-EMT
technology is reviewed in the following sections.
The concept of low frequency XW-EMT first arose with the PhD dissertation of
Zhou Q. (1989) and quickly became a focal topic for many researchers at Lawrence
Berkeley and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. The biggest incentive for
investing in this technology was that it provided a potential way of looking into the interwell region. This depth of investigation is desirable in terms of reservoir engineering but
at the time was not yet achievable. Standard resistivity logging tools have a limited depth
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of investigation a few feet away from the wellbore. Being able to create a resistivity map
for the inter-well region would allow engineers to study the fluid distribution deep in the
reservoir. This capability can help in overall reservoir management, sweep efficiency
estimations, identification of bypassed hydrocarbon locations, infill drilling planning
among other tasks (Marsala et al. 2008).
2.2.2 Brief Description and Field Use
Much has evolved since Zhou’s dissertation and the technology has found many
applications in field trials. XW-EMT operates through the principle of induction where
the formation will respond to a primary magnetic field according to its own conductive
properties (rock composition, porosity, fluid saturation, etc) creating a secondary
magnetic field (Wilt et al. 1995a). This secondary field can be sensed by receivers and
through post processing be transformed back into resistivity values.
Modern XW-EMT systems will operate in two wells: a transmitter well and a
receiver well. These wells are preferentially open hole or fiberglass completed however
open-to-steel and even steel-to-steel cased hole communications are now possible as will
be described in the following sections. The transmitter consists of a single coil antenna
which is wire wound many times around a core of high magnetic permeability. This coil
can have a height of many meters depending on the transmission power required. The
receiver consists of a string of coil antennas (4 to 6) at certain spacing from each other.
These also consist of a wire coiled around a highly magnetic core (Wilt and Alumbaugh
2003). Although these are generally smaller than the transmitters individually, a string of
4 to 6 may cause the tool to be 10-20m long (Figure 2.6). The transmitter and receiver
tool are connected through a hardwire or, more recently, through GPS/satellite
synchronization (DePavia et al. 2008).
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Measurements are taken by sweeping a well interval that is preferentially at least
the size of the well separation. The ratio of logging depth to well separation can
undermine the inversion process if it below unity. The string of receivers is lowered into
one well and fixed in position. The transmitter is run downhole and sweeps the logging
interval while emitting a continuous signal. After the sweep is complete the receiver
string is moved upwards and fixed in position. The transmitter repeats its sweep of the
logging interval and this process is reiterated 26-60 times (Figure 2.6) (Wilt and
Alumbaugh 2003, Mieles et al. 2011). Frequency of operation will differ from application
to application but in general is in the range of 5Hz-1000 Hz. It has been proven that
higher frequencies yield better image resolution but are only possible in smaller well
spacing and low conductivity background medium (Alumbaugh and Morrison 1995b).
After data collection, a post-processing phase begins where the field data are used
to recreate a 2D special map of the inter-well resistivity (or conductivity). The first step
of the process is to have a base line resistivity map. This is most commonly an extension
of resistivity logs into the inter-well space using geostatistics or interpolation paired with
structural geology information from seismic and other logs. This is a very important step
in the analysis as it provides the appropriate framework for model constraints (Ali et al.
2009). The more constrained the model the better and faster the inversion will be. A
forward electromagnetics code will take this baseline model and simulate the responses
of a XW-EMT job. The synthetic response is compared to the field data and
discrepancies are evaluated. Using sensitivity functions the resistivity of each individual
element in the baseline model is changed until the synthetic data matches the field data
within an appropriate error tolerance (Mieles et al. 2011). At this point the 2D resistivity
model is considered to have converged to the current resistivity distribution seen in the
field.
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The above methodology describes only the second phase of a XW-EMT job
whereas in fact there is a crucial pre-planning phase before any measurements are taken.
The planning will ideally consist of performing several synthetic inversions that simulate
possible resistivity scenarios in the field like uniform/non-uniform water fronts, faults
and by-passed hydrocarbons. This work is necessary in order to determine the best
frequency of operation, spacing between receiver strings, logging interval depths among
other fine-tuning parameters. Furthermore, it’s a necessary step to determine if XW-EMT
will be sensitive enough to the formation scenario in general and therefore justify its
application. A good example of extensive pre-job planning and evaluation can be seen in
the work by Marsala et al. (2007).
2.2.3 Evolution of the Technology and Case Studies
One of the first case studies published presented simple 1D results of resistivity
variations in tests fields in Devine, TX and Richmond, CA (Wilt et al. 1992). The
Richmond test was performed before and after a salt water flood. The injection was done
in a five-spot pattern where all 5 wells were cased with fiberglass. Each well was 25m
away from the injector (which was also the transmitter) and the operational frequency
was 18.5Khz. Even though hardware and numerics were still in their primitive stage, the
results were very encouraging. In 1995 the 2D results from the Richmond field trial were
published and can be seen in Figure 2.7 between a single well pair (Wilt et al. 1995a,
1995b). A higher conductivity plume is clearly observed in the resistivity image after
just 3 days of salt water flooding.
The numerical methods required for inversion of XW-EMT data evolved greatly
in the subsequent years and in 1997, Newman and Alumbaugh published their work on a
3D inversion scheme. This opened the doors to the possibility of generating 3D resistivity
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volumes and therefore 3D saturation maps – an extremely desirable data set for reservoir
management studies. Using this algorithm the five spot injection data from Richmond,
CA was re-analyzed and converted into 3D representations of the conductivity
distributions. Slices from the 3D volume can be seen in Figure 2.8. The drawbacks of this
inversion, as with any 3D scheme, is the large computational time required. Thus, for
most recent XW-EMT applications (post-2008) a 2.5D scheme developed by Abubakar et
al. (2008) has been the preferred method of performing inversions of field data.
The distance between the observation wells in the Richmond field example is very
modest: only 25m. This is not of sufficient proof that these types of measurements can be
applied in fracture diagnostics which would require many hundreds of meters of
investigation depth. However XW-EMT has been proven in applications of distances well
above 100m. For example in the late 90s, a water flood experiment was monitored in the
Lost Hills Oil Field in California with fiberglass observation wells spaced 90m away
from each other (Patzek et al. 2000). Measurements were taken before the water flood
(1997) and a year after the waterflood (1998). The inversion image was successful in
identifying conductivity changes due to the advancing plume of injected water between
wells. The observations from this field experiment were used to change the water
flooding pattern. In 2001, injectors were transformed into producers and new XW-EMT
measurements were taken. The significant conductivity increase around injection wells in
the 97/98 survey was now replaced by a decrease in conductivity after the 2002 survey
(Figure 2.9) (Wilt et al. 2005).
XW-EMT became an attractive option for the monitoring of Chinese oilfields that
have been on water flood for many decades. Knowing the inter-well distribution of fluids
would allow for increased oil recovery by identifying bypassed hydrocarbon regions. In
2000, Zheng et al. published results from XW-EMT done in three different mature oil
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fields in China. This study was significant in the evolution of XW-EMT as it analyzed
field cases with considerable well spacing. The most interesting case was that of East
District in Gudao oil field. The reservoir has very heavy crude (0.97-0.99 g/cc) and after
a period of water flooding in 1978 it was being considered for exploitation through
thermal recovery. Two observation wells partially completed with fiberglass casing were
installed at a distance of 433.6m, significantly further apart than any study previously
conducted. Due to this and to the low formation resistivity (1.5-2 Ohm-m) the frequency
of operation was chosen as 24 Hz. The completion style of wells allowed for only a short
logging depth interval, forcing the ratio of the well distance to logging depth below unity.
This, in addition to low frequencies, would severely limit the resolution of the 2D
resistivity image. Nonetheless, good quality data were collected and the inversion was
successful in showing a continuous fluid distribution (Figure 2.10). The simple dipping
geometry and reservoir connectivity agrees with geologic and production data. A large
resistive zone (low conductivity in blue) is seen in the main oil bearing sand unit as
predicted by resistivity logs.
Another field case that pushes the limits of application of XW-EMT was done in
the Giant A field in Abu Dhabi. The operator wanted to improve reservoir recovery and
thus commenced a water injection pilot study. They chose (among other methods) XWEMT as a way of monitoring the displacement of fluids in the reservoir (Ali et al. 2009).
The reservoir had two prolific formations, Upper Themama and Shuaiba, and the water
injection pilot targeted the lower zones (units 4 and 5) of the Shuaiba reservoir. Unit 5
was further subdivided into another 6 units according to small differences in depositional
facies. The water injection pilot was a five spot made with horizontal wells and 3 vertical
observation wells were drilled around the injection well (which penetrates zone 5-4). The
observation wells form an almost equilateral triangle of side length 250m. Baseline EM
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measurements were taken before the flood and then 4 months after the commencement of
the flood. The results from the flood can be seen as a cross section in Figure 2.11 and also
as slices from the 3D resistivity volume in Figure 2.12. The XW-EMT inversion shows
good resolution and clear identification of resistivity decrease due to the water injection.
Using this data the operators could readily deduce preferential water pathways and subunit baffling effects even though the pilot had been running for only 4 months (Ali et al.
2009).
These are just a few highlights of available field cases in literature. If the reader
wishes to dive deeper into the subject more study cases (both from the field and
synthetic) are described in the works of Zeng et al. (2000), Sanni et al. (2007), Marsala et
al. (2008a, 2008b), Mieles et al. (2009) and Wilt et al. (2011).
Up to this point the XW-EMT examples described in this work involved uncased
wells or wells cased in fiberglass/plastic. These completion methods are preferred for the
application of any electromagnetic tool since, unlike carbon steel, they allow wave
propagation without attenuation and phase interference. However the application of this
technology would be severely limited if it could not extend to steel cased wells which is
the most common completion type. The creators of XW-EMT and the community of
researchers involved in its development have had this concern on their minds since its
inception. Almost as soon as the first paper about XW-EMT came out in 1992 (Wilt et
al.) papers about EM field propagation through steel casing started populating the
literature.
2.2.4 EM Measurements Through Steel Cased Wells
Propagation of electromagnetic fields through casing is hindered whenever the
materials used for construction contain metal components. In particular, there are three
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properties of metal casings that most influence EM propagation: wall thickness, electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability. Wu and Habashy (1994) used an experimental
set up to evaluate how these properties vary within a steel pipe and used simulations to
study how they affect EM propagation. This work laid the foundation for understanding
propagation through metals in the context of EM-XWT.
Wu and Habashy (1994) measured pertinent properties of 1/4 inch and 3/8 inch
steel casings. Thickness was measured by an ultra sonic sensor and found to be nearly
constant at all azimuthal angles for the samples tested. While this would hold true for
new steel pipes, with time on production the casing would be susceptible to corrosion and
scaling rendering its thickness non-uniform. The electrical properties of the samples were
estimated by measuring the EM fields generated by a transmitter coil placed inside the
steel casing. The data were fitted with a model in order to compute the magnetic
permeability and electrical conductivity. These properties were also found to be very
constant along the length of the pipe. However the magnetic permeability near the ends
of the pipe greatly changes due to end effects caused by a change in magnetization from
machining. In a long casing string presence of collars and other artifacts would locally
change the magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity of the casing (Kim and Lee
2006).
After studying the continuity of the electrical properties of steel pipes, Wu and
Habashy (1994) used computer simulation to study how they would interfere with
measurements on the scale of XW-EMT. In the simulations, an incident plane wave is
generated and the magnetic field components are measured at the borehole axis and 200m
away. The casing and background properties were changed and the following important
conclusions were reached. At frequencies below 5 Hz, the EM fields are insensitive to the
matrix conductivity (Figure 2.13) but as frequency increases the higher conductivity
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media attenuates the EM fields more severely. Additionally, at frequencies below 5 Hz
the fields seems to be insensitive to casing thickness (Figure 2.14) but as frequency
increases the thicker steel casing causes a larger attenuation on the incident field. Lee et
al. (1998) also studied the effects of casing electrical properties on the produced EM
fields. Similarly to Wu and Habashy (1994), they found EM signals became more
sensitive to casing thickness, electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability at
increasing frequencies. They also concluded that the property that had the largest
attenuation and phase shifting effect was the magnetic permeability (Lee et al. 1998). In
the context of XW-EMT, a higher frequency of operation is preferred due to its increased
sensitivity of the formation (Wu and Habashy 1994) but operating at higher frequencies
will come at the cost of higher signal attenuation and phase shift (Wu and Habashy 1994,
Lee et al. 1998).
In their paper from 1996, Wilt et al. reached the same conclusions as Wu and
Habashy (1994). Furthermore, they believed that by operating at frequencies between 10
to 50 Hz they could measure fields sensitive to the formation which have not undergone
large attenuation. In this range of frequency the EM response to the casing could be
separated from the EM response to the matrix thus eliminating casing effects from
measured signals (Wilt et al. 1996). In other words, the casing can be treated as a filter
and by knowing its EM response in free space one could eliminate casing effects from an
EM measurement made through steel casing. This was a powerful concept which was
adopted by subsequent publications on the topic of XW-EMT through steel casings.
Becker et al. (1997) worked upon this concept and used simulations to determine
if it was possible to extract the formation signal from the total received signal. In his
simulations a transmitter was placed 100m away from an infinitely long steel pipe of
known electrical properties and EM fields were measured inside the pipe. The field
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response due to casing in free space was simulated followed by the field response due to
the casing and the formation (Figure 2.15). The casing causes a greater signal attenuation
and phase shift the larger the frequency of operation. Concomitantly the formation effects
become more pronounced, in agreement with the results of Wu and Habashy (1994).
Knowing the casing response a priori, Becker et al. proceeds to make corrections on the
EM fields as shown in Figure 2.16. The filtered formation response reaches a maximum
around 20 Hz which is when the competing effects of signal attenuation and formation
sensitivity are at an ideal balance for XW-EMT measurements. Further simulations at
different background conductivities show that optimum frequency does not change, thus
the authors conclude that optimum frequency of XW-EMT through a steel casing is
solely dependent on the properties of the casing.
Kirkendall et al. (1999) presents field measurements from fiberglass-to-steel
cased and fiberglass-to-fiberglass wells in Richmond, CA. The collected data confirm the
results from Becker et al. (1997) and Wu and Habashy (1994). The measured fields and
phases at very low frequencies were the same for steel cased and fiberglass cased receiver
wells. However at greater frequencies the magnitude of the EM field and the phase shift
grew increasingly different between steel cased and fiberglass receiver wells. This field
experiment confirmed that higher frequencies are more sensitive to the formation and that
formation effects can be separated by casing effects.
The research mentioned above assumes the electrical properties of the casing
(thickness, electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability) are known a priori. This is an
important detail that should not be overlooked, since those properties are required for
calculating the free space casing response. At the time of publication of the three
previous papers there was no tool on the market that directly measured casing electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability. To overcome this deficiency, Lee et al. (1998)
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proposed a method of recovering casing parameters. The physical tool would consist of a
small coil transmitter only 10 cm away from an axial receiver. This is to make sure that
formation secondary fields don’t interfere with the fields produced by the casing. The
tool would perform a frequency sweep at several depth intervals. A numerical scheme
based on least squares regression is used to recovery casing thickness, electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability at each logged depth. Using a synthetic
(simulation) example, Lee et al. was able to recover the casing parameters successfully
and to a very high degree of accuracy (see Tables II from Lee et al. 1998).
Inversion algorithms that cancel out the effect of steel casing in one or both wells
were developed in the subsequent years relying on the assumption of availability of steel
casing electrical properties. The data ratio I method can be applied to XW-EMT data with
one (single ratio) and both (double ratio) wells cased with steel but has the drawback of
greatly increasing noise levels in the inverted data (Liu et al. 2008). To overcome this
problem Liu et al. (2008) developed a data ratio II method which decreases the amount of
noise generated by half when compared to the data ratio I method. However the most
important contribution of Liu et al.’s work from 2008 is the development of the casing
coefficient method which solves for casing parameters during the inversion process,
eliminating the need of estimating casing properties a priori. The algorithm can be
applied to scenarios where only one well is cased (casing coefficient I method) or both
wells are cased (casing coefficient II method). In their work they compared the
performance of the above mentioned inversion methods for a synthetic example of a
conductive anomaly nested in a layered background media (Figure 2.17). They simulated
a XW-EMT response at 125 Hz for the open-to-open well scenario (200m separation) and
then multiplied the data by random casing coefficients. In other words, they simulated the
effects of non-uniform casings (Figure 2.18, right plot). The forward data set was further
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distorted with a 1% noise level. Figure 2.18 (left-plot) shows the inversion result from the
data set which assumed both the transmitter and receiver well are in open hole wells. The
inversion was successful but the results are a much smoother version of the example
shown in Figure 2.17. The low image resolution was expected since the distance between
the wells was significant (200m) and the wavelength at 125 Hz was very large compared
to the size of the conductive anomaly. Figure 2.18 (middle-plot) shows the inversion
result from the data set which assumed both the transmitter and receiver are in cased
wells. The casing coefficient II method was employed and a smooth rendering of the
resistivity map was recovered (Figure 2.18, middle-plot) together with the casing
properties in the wells (Figure 2.18, right-plot) which is shown as a lumped parameter
called casing coefficient. The inversion image from the cased-to-cased scenario is
remarkably similar to the open-to-open hole scenario, which is a strong indication that the
casing coefficient II method appropriately cancels out casing effects in XW-EMT
applications.
The development of the casing coefficient II method overcomes two major
obstacles in XW-EMT surveys: cased wells and the estimation of their relevant electrical
properties. However there is a drawback to this method which can be seen by carefully
comparing the left and middle plots of Figure 2.18: the inverted image in the middle is
slightly less sensitive to the conductive anomaly when compared to the image on the left.
Gao et al. (2008) elaborated on this observation by investigating how sensitive each of
the algorithms mentioned in Liu et al.’s work (2008) is to the inter-well space. The
authors started with a simple layered model and well separation at 100m (Figure 2.19). A
synthetic set of XW-EMT data was produced at frequency of operation of 200 Hz for
open-to-open, open-to-closed, and closed-to-closed cased well scenarios. A sensitivity
map was computed for each of the scenarios and applicable algorithms (Figure 2.20).
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Details about the computation of the sensitivity maps are outlined in Gao et al., 2007.
For the case of open-to-open well communication, the inversion was done with the
algorithm described in Abubakar et al., 2008. This algorithm displays the largest amount
of sensitivity in regions of highest conductivity immediately surrounding the transmitter
and receivers (Figure 2.20a). When the receiver well was cased, a data ratio II method
can be employed (single-ratio) to eliminate its effects. The result was a large decrease in
the sensitivity to the formation immediately surrounding the receiver well. This can be
observed in the lack of purple shading in the right well in Figure 2.20b. The data ratio II
method (double-ratio) was then employed for the scenario of communication between
two cased wells. The map in Figure 2.20c shows how the amount of sensitivity to the
formation around both wells was significantly reduced, following the trend established in
Figure 2.20b. These observations are important because the lower the sensitivity to the
inter-well region, the lower the estimated magnitude of any conductivity anomalies and
the worse the resolution of the image. For comparison, the cased-to-cased scenario
sensitivity was calculated for the casing coefficient method (also called Beta-Parameter
inversion) developed by Liu et al. (2008) (Figure 2.20d). The sensitivity pattern looks
like the one in Figure 2.20a for the open wells scenario. Although this is an encouraging
sign, Gao et al. explains that “Beta inversion introduces additional inversion parameters
which tend to reduce the resolution of the inversion image”. Additionally, the authors
explain how the inversion will tend to be more sensitive to the Beta parameters than the
actual conductivity around the wellbore. Thus the final effect will be an overall decrease
in sensitivity of the near wellbore region similar to the data ratio II results.
Despite the remaining challenges the available numerical schemes for XW-EMT
between steel cased wells are encouraging. In the context of fracture diagnostics, being
able to propagate EM signals through casing is a requirement in order for such
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technology to be adopted on a large scale. The research done in XW-EMT has thus
shown that it is possible (1) to investigate depths very far away from the wellbore and (2)
to use EM methods despite the presence of steel casing. However in the application for
fracture diagnostics we envision a tool that operates in a single wellbore and has 3D
spacial resolution whereas XW-EMT operates between a pair of wells and generally has
2D resolution in the plane of the wells. Luckily, the feasibility of 3D imagining from a
single wellbore is also being investigated by the same researchers that helped develop
XW-EMT.
2.2.5 3D Imaging from a Single Wellbore
One of the first attempts at producing a 3D image from a single wellbore system
is described in Alumbaugh and Wilt’s paper from 1998. The authors simulate a single
wellbore tool that has an axial transmitter and several tri-axial receivers. A tri-axial
receiver consists of a set of 3 coils which are mutually orthogonal. Each coil is mostly
sensitive to the EM fields generated in their alignment direction. The authors studied
several synthetic case studies and one is illustrated in Figure 2.21. A large data set was
generated at frequencies spanning 2.1 to 210 KHz and, as customary, the data were
corrupted with a 0.5% noise level. The data were then inverted using Newman and
Alumbaughs’ 3D inversion scheme described in their 1997 papers. The starting model for
the inversion was that of the layered background media without the conductive (red)
anomaly. The inversion image can be seen in Figure 2.22. Notice that despite the detailed
initial model, the inversion presents poor resolution, distortion of the initial layered
model and a large degree of smoothing. From the X-Y cut plane it seems that the
conductive anomalies’ general whereabouts are retrieved but the magnitude of the
conductive anomaly is greatly underestimated. As stated by the authors, the algorithm
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still has many improvements to be made in order to increase its sensitivity to locations
further away from the wellbore.
Other than improving upon the numerical method used for inversion, a way to
increase the resolution and depth of investigation is by improving upon the physical tool
itself. In their work from 2001, Alumbaugh and Wilt use a single borehole tool which has
a triaxial transmitter in addition to the triaxial receivers. Thus each EM field component
(x,y and z) is coupled with three field components forming a full tensor matrix of 9
elements. A synthetic example was prepared and EM data were generated for the axial
transmitter – triaxial receivers tool along with a data set for the triaxial transmitter triaxial receivers tool. The data were inverted and the resistivity images were compared.
The triaxial-triaxial tool showed significant advantage over the axial-triaxial tool: the
inversion generated from the formers case’s data set had better resolution and depth of
investigation (Alumbaugh and Wilt 2001).
Due to its superior performance, the triaxial transmitter – triaxial receiver tool
(also simply called triaxial induction tool) became the preference for 3D imagining from
a single wellbore (Alumbaugh and Wilt 2001, Mallan and Alumbaugh 2004, Abubakar
and Habashy 2006, Gribenko and Zhdanov 2009). Thus the next step was the continual
improvement of the numerical methods employed in the inversion of data. In 2006,
Abubakar and Habashy published an improved numerical scheme and put it to test with a
simulation example. To create the synthetic data set, a model was set up according to left
and middle images in Figure 2.23. The simulated tool contained one triaxial transmitter
and six triaxial receivers and was operated at 20 KHz. A forward EM solver was
employed to generate the data which were subsequently corrupted with 5% noise. The
inversion result can be seen for a z-x slice in the right image of Figure 2.23. Notice how
the image has decreasing resolution the further away from the wellbore. The dipping
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features in the formation are recovered only locally along the wellbore and inferences
about geologic structure far away from the wellbore cannot be made.
Only three years after the publication of Abubakar and Habashy’s work (2006),
Gribenko and Zhdanov (2009) proposed a more rigorous method for 3D inversion of
single well induction data. The authors benchmark their algorithm by simulating the same
synthetic case as Abubakar and Habashy (2006) which was discussed above. Gribenko
and Zhdanov’s (2009) rendering of the initial and inverted model can be seen in Figure
2.24 (left and middle plot). The inversion (Figure 2.24, right plot) is significantly better
than the one from Figure 2.23 (right plot) as the formation features are better resolved
further away from the wellbore. The dipping planes along with the water oil contact are
clearly distinguishable in Gribenko and Zhdanov’s inversion whereas they are practically
absent in Abubakar and Habashy’s inversion. This demonstrates how the advancement of
numerical methods will greatly improve the application of 3D imaging from a single
wellbore.
Despite the good results shown in Figure 2.24 one must note how the extent of the
model is very small: only 4 meters wide and 8 meters tall. This makes sense in light of
the high frequency of operation chosen for the example (20 KHz). This investigation
depth is insufficient for the application of fracture diagnostics. Nonetheless, the above
studies still instigate the possibility of resolving fracture geometries from single wellbore
measurements since they will appear as conductivity anomalies nested in the matrix.
2.2.6 Final Remarks on XW-EMT and Single Well 3D Induction
Developing a tool for fracture diagnostic has requirements that are a hybrid
between XW-EMT and single well 3D imaging. It is necessary that measurements be
sensitive to large depths of investigation (preferentially larger than 100m) but at the same
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time have 3D spatial resolution using a single wellbore system. Additionally, it would be
ideal that these requirements be met despite the presence of a steel casing. This section
highlighted how XW-EMT can appropriately retrieve inter-well resistivity information
between large well separations. Advanced numerical methods have been developed
which can be used to cancel out the steel casing effects allowing, in theory, XW-EMT to
operate between a pair of steel-cased wells. Although still in its immature stage,
numerical methods for single well 3D imaging are also available but have been studied
only in shallow depths of investigation. As we move forward in the development of a tool
for fracture diagnostics, it is believed that some of the techniques discussed here could be
adapted and transformed to fit future needs. It is important to understand that the problem
posed by fracture diagnostics is different from the one posed by XW-EMT or single well
3D imaging. Nonetheless all three problems share similarities and can benefit from their
mutual and independent development.

Figure 2.6 - Schematic of a XW-EMT system (DePavia et al. 2008, Fig. 1)
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Figure 2.7 - Tomographic inversion of EM field data before (a) and after salt water
injection (b) (Wilt et al. 1995a, Fig 18.)

Figure 2.8 - 3D imaging results from the water flood at the Richmond Field Station. The
results are presented in five depth slices. (a) Pre-injection and (b) postinjection images. The conductivity is color coded in a logarithmic scale with
red corresponding to 0.25 S/m and purple to 0.002 S/m. (c) Difference
between post- and pre-injection images. Here red is a change of 0.11 S/m,
green is a zero change and purple is a -0.11 S/m change. (Wilt and
Alumbaugh 2003, Fig. 7)
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Figure 2.9 - (a)Estimated inter-well time-lapse resistivity difference during the 19952001 water injection phase. White dashed line denotes injection well. (b)
Measured time-lapse resistivity differences during production phase 20012002. The injector is now a producer (red dashed line) and two new
injections are shown in white dashed lines. Color scale shown in terms of
resistivity difference compared to the XW-EMT surveys collected before
commencement of each injection phase (Wilt et al. 2005, Figure 3)

Figure 2.10 - Image of crosshole EM from East district of Gudao. Color scale shows low
conductivity regions in tones of blue and high conductivity regions in tones
of red (Zheng et al. 2000, Fig. 21)
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Figure 2.11 - Resistivity cross section in the water injection pilot zoomed on reservoir
units 4 and 5 (injection taking place mostly in subunits 5-4 and 5-3) before
water injection (top plot – baseline survey) and after 4 months of water
injection (bottom plot – time lapse survey). Color scale is shown in
resistivity with warmer colors (red) signifying larger resistivity and cold
colors (purples and blues) signifying smaller resistivity. (Ali et al. 2009, Fig.
8)
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Figure 2.12 - X-cut planes of the resistivity along each of the subunits (from top to
bottom and left to right: 5-1 through 5-6) of reservoir unit 5 in the water
injection after 4 months of water injection. Color scale is shown in
resistivity with warmer colors (red) signifying larger resistivity and cold
colors (purples and blues) signifying smaller resistivity (Ali et al. 2009, Fig.
9)
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Figure 2.13 - The dominant electromagnetic field components
computed on the borehole axis relative to the
incident field 200m outside the casing as a
function of frequency for two formation
conductivities (Wu and Habashy 1994, Fig 17)

Figure 2.14 - The dominant electromagnetic field components
computed on the borehole axis relative to the
incident field 200m outside the casing as a
function of frequency for two casing thicknesses
(Wu and Habashy 1994, Fig 18)
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Figure 2.15 - Normalized amplitude and phase shift as
a function of frequency for a steel pipe in
free space (pipe alone) and a steel pipe in
a 0.1 S/m homogeneous formation
(pipe+form) (Becker et al. 1997, Fig. 4)

Figure 2.16 - Normalized amplitude as a function of frequency for a
steel pipe in free space (pipe attenu.), for the formation
secondary field (form. resp.), and for a steel pipe in a
0.1 S/m homogeneous formation corrected for casing
effects (filtered resp.) (Becker et al. 1997, Fig. 5)
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Figure 2.17 - True model (top-left-plot) and initial model for the inversion (top-rightplot). Legend shown in a scale of
. Larger conductivities
will appear as cold shades towards the blue spectrum (Adapted from Liu et
al. 2008, Figure 2)

Figure 2.18 - 2D resistivity map generated by the inversion of the open-to-open hole data (leftplot) using a standard inversion, closed-to-closed hole data (middle-plot) using the
coefficient method II, and real part of the receiver casing coefficients (right-plot).
Legend shown in a scale of
. Larger conductivities will appear as
cold shades towards the blue spectrum (Adapted from Liu et al. 2008, Figure 4 and
Figure 8)
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Figure 2.19 - Initial reservoir model used to produce the
synthetic XW-EMT scenarios between open
hole wells and cased hole wells. The left well
is the transmitter well (designated by T), and
the right well is the receiver well (designated
by R) (Gao et al. 2008, Figure 1)

Figure 2.20 - Normalized 200 Hz sensitivity maps for
difference cross-well EM inversion algorithms
given by Liu et al. (2008) for the model shown in
Figure 2.19. (a) Open hole inversion; (b) data
ratio II, single-ratio, receiver well is cased; (c)
data ratio II double-ratio, both wells are cased;
(d) casing coefficient II, both wells are cased.
Purple shading indicates larger sensitivity (Gao
et al. 2008, Figure 3)
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Figure 2.21 - 3D model used to generate the synthetic data
for a single well inversion study. The wellbore
extends verticially at X=Y=0 and is shown in
white. The conductivities vary logarithmically
from blue (0.05 S/m) to red (0.33 S/m).
(Alumbaugh and Wilt 1998, Figure 5)

Figure 2.22 - Inversion of the synthetic results from the model
shown in Figure 2.21. The wellbore extends
verticially at X=Y=0 and is shown in white. The
conductivities vary logarithmically from blue
(0.05 S/m) to red (0.33 S/m). (Alumbaugh and
Wilt 1998, Figure 6)
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Figure 2.23 - Synthetic model used for testing the inversion algorithm shown in 3D space
(left-plot) and as a X-Z cut plane (middle plot). The vertical well is located
at the center of the 3D volume at y=x=0. The black shading is meant to
represent an oil reservoir with water-oil contact zone around z=3.5m. The
right plot displays the Z-X cut plane for the inverted results (adapted from
Abubakar and Habashy 2006, Figures 1 and 2)

Figure 2.24 - 3D view of synthetic model (left plot) where only anomalous regions are
shown (regions with conductivities different from the 0.05 S/m matrix). Z-X
cut plane of synthetic model (middle plot) and inversion results (right plot).
Here the oil layer is shown in blue. Color scales are in terms of conductive
anomalies compared to the background matrix (Adapted from Gribenko and
Zhdanov 2009, Figures 4, 5 and 10)
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2.3 ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE PROPPANT
In a hydraulic fracturing job a mixture of water, proppant and dilute amounts of
chemicals is pumped downhole at high pressures in order to induce fractures in the
reservoir rock. The fractures will remain open as long as the pressure in the water phase
is maintained. Once the job is finished and the pumps are stopped, the pressure starts
declining and the fractures begin to close. This is when the presence of proppant becomes
important. As its name suggests, the proppant literally “props” the fracture open and
keeps it from closing as the water bleeds into the formation. (Economides et al. 1994)
Proppants are designed and selected according to two main properties: crush
resistance and bulk density. Because of their fundamental role in maintaining fractures
open, it is crucial that proppants have enough crush resistance to sustain the formation
overburden without breaking into smaller pieces. The fines produced by proppant break
off can decrease the proppant pack permeability and migrate into the formation causing
formation damage (Economides et al. 1994). Although traditional proppants are simply
spherical sand particles, newer particles have increased crush resistance due to a resin
coating applied to their exterior. Proppants can also be manufactured from other materials
in order to increase their crush resistance (Economides et al. 1994). Bulk density plays a
key role during proppant transport as less dense proppants can remain in suspension
within the water phase at lower flow rates. Recent research has focused on this area as
light weight proppants are extremely desirable in “slickwater” fracturing jobs in shale gas
applications (King G.E. 2010).
For fracture diagnostics using EM methods a proppant should, in addition to
having high crush resistance and low bulk density, have a large electrical conductivity. In
other words, electrically conductive proppant (ECP) is required in order for EM methods
to be successfully employed. This adds an additional level of complexity to proppant
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design and selection. Though there are many types of proppants currently available in the
oil and gas industry none have the electrical properties necessary for this novel
application. However, recent research by ExxonMobil in oil shales reveals a possible
proppant candidate. In their work, Symington et al. (2009) used calcined petroleum coke
(CPC) to create a hydraulic fracture that could be used as a heating element for in situ oil
shale conversion. In Symington et al.’s process hydraulic fractures were created using a
slurry of water, cement, and CPC. In order to transform the fracture into a heating
element, the circuit was completed by injecting a highly conductive slurry of cement and
graphite at each end of the fracture. At the completion of a small scale field test the
authors concluded “unequivocally, that it is possible to pump an electrically continuous
hydraulic fracture, to build power connections to such fracture, and to operate it as a
heating element” (Symington et al. 2009). Several cores were taken at different sections
of the fracture and resistivities were measured. The authors state that the resistivity of the
coke within the cores varied from 1 to 4 Ohm-cm (25-100 S/m). For Exxon’s application
in the ElectrofracTM process a 1-4Ohm-cm resistivity range is sufficiently low to allow
for current flow but sufficiently high to cause resistive heating. For the use in fracture
diagnostics 100 S/m is not sufficient conductivity. However it is important to remember
that the resistivity measurements are for the cement-CPC mixture.
For pure CPC, properties were retrieved from a local manufacturer (Farwest
Corrosion Company). Properties for their CPC products can be found in Table 2.2. The
sizes and densities of the coke breeze are comparable with typical values for oil industry
grade proppants displayed in Table 2.3. Of the options available, CPC 4518 and 251-P
seem the most suitable. Both are spherical particles of appropriate size and significant
conductivities of 3333 S/m and 5000 S/m, respectively. One unknown about CPC is its
crush resistance. With densities half that of traditional proppants, it is doubtful that CPC
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will be able to endure as much stress without break off. If samples were acquired, it
would be beneficial to run standard crush resistance tests on these materials. In field
applications a mixture of CPC and traditional proppants could be used to increase crush
resistance while still maintaining appropriate electrical conductivity levels. These
mixtures would have to be tested in a laboratory in order to determine if reasonable
electrical conductivity and continuity can be achieved.
An alternative option is to develop a new proppant coating that could give sand
particles sufficient electrical conductivity while still preserving their crush resistance. For
example, Azim et al. (2006) studied the effect of adding carbon black and graphite to
paints in order to produce an electrically conductive coating. They tested the mixtures by
applying thin paint layers on a glass plate and measuring the resistivities using a fourprobe method. They were able to achieve a stable paint mixture of 2e-5 Ohm-m
resistivity by incorporating 55% by volume of a pigment composed of 85% graphite and
15% carbon black. This translates to a 50000 S/m electrical conductivity, a much higher
value than those seen in Table 2.2 for CPC. If Azim et al.’s (2006) coating could be
applied on traditional proppant while maintaining high electrical conductivities this
would become a good choice for an ECP, economics allowing.
Although no definite answers are available for a choice of ECP, the options
illustrated here could become potential solutions. That being said, future research should
investigate these possibilities and others in order to select an ECP with the appropriate
properties and economics for field scale use.
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Property

281-L

218-R

251

251-P

4518

Shape

Angular

Angular

Spherical

Spherical

Spherical

Resistivity [Ohm-m]

0.0005

0.0005

0.0003

0.0002

0.0003

Conductivity [S/m]

2000

2000

3333

5000

3333

8

8

100

100

20

46-50

48-53

64-72

64-72

62-66

Size [Mesh]
Density [lb/ft3 ]

Table 2.2 – Calcined petroleum coke properties from Asbury Coke Breeze Backfills
(Farwest Corrosion Company)
Mesh Size

Density [lb/ft3]

Northern White sand

12/20
16/30
20/40

165
165
165

Texas Brown sand

12/20
16/30
20/40

165
165
165

Curable resin-coated sand

12/20
16/30
20/40

160
160
160

Precured resin-coated sand

12/20
16/30
20/40

160
160
160

Ceramic intermediate-strength

12/20
20/40

198
202

Ceramic intermediate-strength
lightweight sintered bauxite

20/40
16/20
20/40
40/70

170
231
231
231

Zirconium oxide

20/40

197

Type

Table 2.3 – Properties of typical proppants (Economides et al. 1994, Table 17-2)
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CHAPTER 3 – FRACTURE DIAGNOSTICS USING ANTENNA
RESONANCE
3.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA RESONANCE THEORY
The objective of this section is to introduce the reader to basic concepts necessary
for interpreting the results shown in the chapter. This section explains antenna
propagation concepts in a non-technical format so that even readers which are new to
subject will be able to understand the material.
In its simplest form, an antenna can be a metallic wire with a power feed input. If
the input is at one of the ends, the antenna is called a monopole. If the input is placed in
the middle of the wire it is called a dipole antenna. The ratio of the voltage input to the
current at the feed is called impedance (Z) (Huang and Boyle 2008). This quantity can be
thought of as a measure of opposition to the electric current. The larger the impedance,
the more “opposition” from the antenna and the smaller the total power it radiates.
Ideally, antenna systems should be designed to minimize impedance in order to deliver
the full power the feed has available. Impedance is a complex number which implies it
will be dependent on the frequency of operation (Huang and Boyle 2008). Each antenna
will have a characteristic impedance profile and the operation frequency can be fine
tuned in order to minimize impedance and maximize power output (or signal receival in
the case of receivers). Figure 3.1 illustrates this concept for a 2m dipole wire antenna.
Notice how the emitted power peaks to a local maximum when the imaginary part of the
impedance crosses zero. At the same time the real part of the impedance is at a very small
positive value. At these frequencies impedance reaches a minimum and the antenna is
“resonating” the maximum power allowed by the feed. For dipoles, the first point of
minimum impedance occurs where the wavelength (at that frequency) is twice its length.
In other words, the characteristic resonant frequency for a dipole antenna occurs
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approximately at

0.5 (Huang and Boyle 2008). The resonance will also occur at

increasing frequencies when

= 1.5, 2.5, etc, however at the cost of increasing

distortion and decreasing emitted power. Following this principle, a 2m antenna
operating in free space should have its first resonant frequency at:

where

is the speed of light in vacuum [m/s],

is the wavelength [m], and

[=] is the

relative permittivity. The calculated value of 75 MHz roughly corresponds to the first
peak seen in Figure 3.1.
Thus, given an antenna of a certain length

one can generate a frequency sweep

and create a resonance chart like Figure 3.1. From the first resonance frequency peak we
can, in principle, determine the antenna’s length. Hydraulic fractures (HFs) are generally
assumed to be symmetrically bi-winged which is in close resemblance to a dipole wire
antenna. If we disregard the fractures thickness, the largest difference between a HF and a
dipole is the addition of a second dimension: height. This will cause a delay in EM waves
however the first resonance patterns should still roughly correspond to

= 0.5. To

illustrate this point a simulation was set up according to Figure 3.2. A frequency sweep
was performed and the results can be seen in Figure 3.3. The background media had
=10 and the fracture was assumed to be a perfect electric conductor (PEC). The
fracture wings were connected by a metal wire of 20cm, which is of negligible size
compared to the length of the fracture (Figure 3.2). With this set up, the ideal resonance
frequency can be calculated according to:
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As expected, the first spike in emitted power corresponds to the point where
crosses zero (Figure 3.2). This occurs at a frequency slightly lower than the calculated
0.474 MHz (

<0.5). The secondary power peak which should occur at

=1.5 also

occurs at a lower frequency. As predicted, these delays are a result of the secondary
dimension of the fracture (height). If we take the frequency at which the peak occurs
(F=0.408 MHz) the calculated length of the fracture is 116m, only slightly larger than its
real dimension. The simplicity of this principle is its main attraction for application in
fracture diagnostics.
3.2 APPLICATION OF ANTENNA RESONANCE TO HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
3.2.1 Signal Propagation in a Lossy Medium
It can be said that hydraulic fractures have typical half lengths that span between
50-150m. A dipole antenna with those dimensions would resonate at frequencies in the
range of 200kHz to 3MHz. Depending on the formation conductivity and permittivity,
signal penetration can be greatly hindered when operations ensue at those frequencies.
The depth of penetration of signals can be calculated as a function of frequency and used
to study the feasibility of operations at frequencies between 200kHz-3MHz. The
calculations are shown below (Huang and Boyle 2008).

where

is the permittivity of the matrix,

conductivity of the matrix,
permeability of the matrix, and

is the permittivity of free space,

is the angular frequency of operation,

is the

is the magnetic

is the depth of penetration of the signal. The depth of
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penetration was plotted against frequency for different background conductivities and can
be seen in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. For the case of

= 1e-6 S/m (a strongly insulating

matrix) signal penetration for the 200kHz-3MHz range is constant at around 18000m,
significantly larger than required for fracture diagnostics. At the other extreme, when

=

1e-2 S/m (a lossy matrix) signal penetration is around 200m at 200kHz and 50m at
3MHz. The penetration depth is greatly decreased by the increase in matrix conductivity,
especially at higher frequencies such as 3MHz. This fact is the largest impediment to
using antenna resonance principles in fracture diagnostics. In this light, the longer the
fracture and the more insulating the matrix the better chances of success of this
technology.
3.2.2 Methodology
To test the application of antenna resonance to fracture diagnostics a series of
simplified simulations were set up. All simulations were run in FEKO, a commercial 3D
full wave EM simulator. All cases studies were open hole, meaning there is no difference
between the wellbore region and the matrix background. A vertical well geometry was
used and the fracture’s length axis was placed perpendicular to the wellbore. In Figure
3.2, for example, the wellbore would run vertically in between the fracture wings. The
transmitter (Tx) is a 2m dipole antenna with a power feed at its center. The receiver (Rx)
is also a 2m dipole antenna, but has a load at its center. This allows for the calculation of
received power. The Tx and Rx were placed parallel to each other and to the fracture in
order to avoid power losses due to mixed polarization. In the physical world this set up
would be impossible since the length of the Tx and Rx greatly exceeds standard wellbore
diameters. However, for the objective of studying the feasibility of this technology this
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geometry is acceptable. Details of the geometry of each individual study case can be seen
in the Results section.
The first case studied was a set up with only the Tx and Rx nested in a
homogeneous background. This initial case was used to assess if a proper communication
link could be established between the Tx and Rx.
Next, a fracture was included in the simulation and placed in between the Tx and
Rx. The Tx was excited and created an EM field which in turn excites the HF (assumed
to be a PEC). The fields generated by the HF are sensed by the Rx in the form of total
incoming power. A frequency sweep is induced in order to produce a resonance graph of
power vs. frequency similar to Figure 3.3. The background conductivity is then changed
and another resonance graph is produced.
The third case which was studied is identical to the second, but the distance
between the fracture and the Tx was decreased. The distance between the HF and the Rx
was also decreased. A resonance graph is produced by plotting power received vs.
frequency and the effect of background conductivity is analyzed.
Many other cases are possible (and were simulated) however these three cases are
sufficient to illustrate the main strengths and weaknesses of this approach.
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the first case, the Tx and Rx were placed 16m apart in a homogeneous
background as seen in Figure 3.6. The resonance pattern of the Rx can be seen in Figure
3.7 and is displayed in a normal scale on the left and in log scale on the right. Note that
power received is largest at the resonance frequencies of the 2m antenna (23.7 MHz in a
medium). This frequency is considerably above the resonant frequencies of PEC
HFs which has two important consequences. First, the Tx and Rx resonances will not
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interfere with the resonance pattern of the HF results. Second, the received power
strength will be considerably smaller due to operation in a sub-optimal frequency range.
Furthermore, Figure 3.7 also illustrates the impact of background conductivity on the
power received. As

increases, power received decreases and when

decrease is very significant. At high enough

1e-4 S/m that

the power loss could become too high for

appropriate signal measurement in a physical tool.
A fracture was added to the simulated geometry according to the schematic in
Figure 3.8. Different from the previous fracture geometry in Figure 3.2, the fracture is not
connected in the middle where the wellbore would be located. Due to this, the HF could
resonate as a full 200m antenna or as two 100m antennas. Figure 3.9 explores this
question by plotting the power at the Rx vs

where

can be 200m or 100m. As shown

previously, the first resonance peak should occur where

. When the x-axis is

calibrated with L=200m, the resonance pattern does not match our expectations (Figure
3.9, left). However, when the x-axis is calibrated with L=100m (Figure 3.9, right) the
resonance pattern emerges with its first peak at

and subsequent peaks at

1.5, 2.5, etc. As the frequency increases the peaks occur before the ideal length-towavelength ratio, similar to our observations about Figure 3.3. Thus, Figure 3.9 leads us
to conclude that the separation between each fracture half is sufficient to cause it to
resonant as two independent pieces of 100m each. One unexpected characteristic of the
resonance plot is how peaks are also present at full integers of the wavelength (
2, etc). Generally, a minimum in the impedance occurs at a zero when

1,

goes from

negative to positive (see Figure 3.1). For resonance to be occurring at full integers of the
wavelength an impedance minimum must also be occurring when

goes from

positive to negative. In addition to the resonance pattern, one can observe a general
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increasing trend in the received power at Port 2 with increasing frequency. This occurs
because the Rx is operating more efficiently as the frequency increases.
The results in Figure 3.9 are encouraging but are only applicable to a perfectly
insulating matrix ( = 0 S/m). When

is increased to 1e-6 S/m (Figure 3.10, left) the

resonance pattern loses definition. When

is increased further to 1e-5 S/m (Figure 3.10,

right) the resonance pattern disappears. Thus, even at low electrical conductivities which
allow for sufficient signal penetration, the resonance patterns are not distinguishable.
In an attempt to improve the resolution of resonance patterns at higher , the Tx
and Rx were placed closer to the HF in the third case study. The details for the simulated
geometry are explained in Figure 3.11. At

= 0 S/m the resonance pattern is clear and

distinguishable (Figure 3.12, left) and the fracture size can be determined. However, once
again, when

is increased to 1e-5 S/m the resonance pattern becomes indistinguishable

(Figure 3.12, right). Bringing the Tx and Rx closer to the fracture had the benefit of
increasing the overall magnitude of the received signal but was ineffective at improving
the resonance at higher background conductivities.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
The greatest advantage of using antenna resonance theory in fracture diagnostics
is its ease of implementation. Dipole antennas have a characteristic resonance frequency
at

0.5 when they will emit the largest amount of power available through their

excitation source. A bi-winged fracture can be said to resemble a dipole antenna since its
length is much greater than its height. This allows us to extrapolate the concept of
antenna resonance to a hydraulic fracture system. Indeed, resonance patterns can be
observed for HFs as seen in Figure 3.3. These patterns are still observable when the
fracture is stimulated by an existing EM field caused by a 2m dipole Tx (Figure 3.10, left;
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Figure 3.12, left). However, as background conductivity increases the resolution of the
resonance pattern greatly deteriorates (Figure 3.10, right; Figure 3.12, right). It can be
argued that fracture diagnostics is mostly needed in shale gas and shale oil reservoirs,
where the large majority of HF activity is currently taking place. The background
conductivity of those reservoirs is likely in the range above 1e-5 S/m, which has been
shown to inhibit resonance patterns (Figure 3.10, right; Figure 3.12, right). Thus, this
work demonstrates how the principle of antenna resonance is not ideal for application in
fracture diagnostics.
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L=100m, εr=10, σ=0 S/m
Port 1 – Input: 2 [V]
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Figure 3.2 - Bi-winged fracture geometry used to study self-resonance.
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Figure 3.4 - Maximum distance of signal penetration in a
function of frequency.

1e-6 S/m matrix as a

Figure 3.5 - Maximum distance of signal penetration in a
function of frequency.

1e-2 S/m matrix as a
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Figure 3.6 - Geometry used to study the communication between two dipole antennas
which are 16m apart.
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Figure 3.7 - Power received in port 2 as a function of frequency for the geometry in
Figure 3.6. Left are the results in normal plot, right are results in a semi-logy plot ( = 10).
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Figure 3.8 - Geometry used to study the communication between two dipole antennas on
the outside of a bi-winged fracture of =100m. Distance between Tx and
fracture and Rx and fracture is 3m.
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Figure 3.11 - Geometry used to study the communication between two dipole antennas on
the outside of a bi-winged fracture of =100m. Distance between Tx and
fracture and Rx and fracture is 1m.
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CHAPTER 4 – FRACTURE DIAGNOSTICS USING LOW
FREQUENCY INDUCTION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Resistivity tools are traditional well logging instruments used to determine
conductivity of the formation near the wellbore. In their simplest form they are composed
of one transmitter coil and two receiver coils. For an induction resistivity tool, the
transmitter emits an electromagnetic field which induces currents in the wellbore and the
formation. In turn, these currents produce an electric (and by extension a magnetic) field
which is captured by the receivers. The frequency of operation is generally on the order
of kHz, which results in a depth of investigation of at most, a few tens of feet. (Johnson
and Pile 1988)
XW-EMT evolved from resistivity logging technology and operates on similar
principles (see Chapter 2). Tools for fracture diagnostics can also operate on similar
principles but at a much lower frequency (in the Hz range) in order to achieve larger
depths of investigation. As discussed in Chapter 3, resonance frequency principles are not
functional for the conditions in which fracture diagnostics would have to operate. Thus,
the second approach we have decided to analyze is the use of induction principles.
4.2 METHODOLOGY
The first step taken in the study was to decide which overall geometry would be
simulated in FEKO. It was decided that a horizontal well with a perpendicular fracture
was the most relevant geometry to be simulated, as most hydraulic fracturing jobs are
conducted in horizontal wells. Figure 4.1 shows a cartoon of the selected geometry. The
horizontal well extends in the z direction and the fracture lies perpendicular to the well’s
main axis in the x-y plane. The wellbore is assumed to have a diameter of 0.2m (7 ⅞ in)
and the hydraulic fracture (HF) starts at the wellbore diameter. The simulations were
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performed assuming an uncased wellbore, meaning the background space (formation) is
homogeneous and there is no difference between the formation and the wellbore
environment. The transmitter (Tx) was fixed in place at z=0. For simplification, the
transmitter was simulated as a collection of magnetic Hertzian dipoles (Figure 4.2) in
order to approximate a point magnetic source. The Hertzian dipoles were placed in a
circle of radius 2.5cm. The receivers (Rx) were not simulated; instead the magnetic field
was calculated at the receivers estimated location. For simplification, the fracture was
taken as a rectangle of variable length but with a height equal to 7.65m (25 ft) and a
thickness equal to 0.2m ( ⅞ in). For most simulations the fracture was assumed to be a
perfect electric conductor (PEC). Additionally, only one wing of the fracture was
modeled. The background (formation) was taken as homogeneous and its conductivity
varied depending on the simulation. The frequency of operation was 100 Hz throughout
the case studies.
The second step in this study was to validate the Tx geometry against an
analytical solution developed by Lovell (1993) for a point magnetic source. Details of
this validation are discussed in Section 4.3. For the validation a homogeneous
background was assumed and no fracture was present. Also in the second step we
propose a numerical scheme that simulates the field cancelation which occurs in a
logging tool with two or more transmitters.
The third step in this study was to simulate several cases where a fracture is
nested in the homogeneous background. In real life applications a logging tool is lowered
into the wellbore and surveys its length while the fracture is static. However, because of
the intricate geometry of the Tx (see Section 4.3.1), it is cumbersome to move the tool at
every simulation step. Thus, in the simulations the fracture is moved and the tool is
stationary. This does not affect our results because what is important is the relative
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position between the fracture and the tool and not necessarily which of those components
is moving. The distances reported in the results section are all with respect to the Tx
which is located at z=0. For a complete simulation set, the fracture is moved from z=-2m
to z=22m in steps of 1m or 0.5m. Each time the fracture is moved a simulation is run and
the results are stored. Thus for each case the simulation is run 30 times. The fracture
length was varied and the effects on the produced magnetic fields were analyzed (see
Section 4.4.1).
The fourth step in this study was to further analyze the data from Section 4.4.1 by
simulating what a resistivity tool would sense if employed. In other words, instead of
analyzing the magnetic fields along the entirety of the wellbore, the EM fields at the
location of the Rxs are transformed by the cancelation scheme (Section 4.3.2) and then
analyzed. Three tools with different Rx spacing (Table 4.1) were compared. A deviated
fracture case at

was also studied and compared to orthogonal fractures.

For steps 2, 3 and 4, the simulations were performed in FEKO which is a full
wave 3D electromagnetics simulator. The results are plotted in FEKO’s analysis program
POST-FEKO. The magnetic fields are visualized along the z direction (along the
wellbore, Figure 4.1) and also along the azimuthal direction (around the wellbore, Figure
4.1 top). After this first inspection, the data are exported to Excel where it is further
transformed, analyzed and plotted.
4.3 VALIDATION WITH ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
In resistivity logging, the Tx and Rxs are coil antennas of generally two types:
solenoid or toroid. The solenoid coil is similar to a “slinky” with a produced electric field
that curls along its circumference (Figure 4.3, left) and produces a Transverse Electric
(TE) field. When taking the infinitesimal size limit, the only components of the EM field
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that are non-zero are

and

, with

being the major component. A toroid coil is

a “slinkly” that has been wrapped around itself and produces a magnetic field that curls
along its major circumference (Figure 4.3, right). It produces a Transverse Magnetic
(TM) field. When taking the infinitesimal size limit, the only components of the EM field
that are non-zero are

and

with

being the major component (Lovell 1993).

Previous results indicate that toroids perform better in fracture diagnostic applications
(Pardo and Torres-Verdin 2011) and thus for all the simulations in this thesis the Tx is a
simplification of the toroid geometry.
As described in Figure 4.2, the toroid source was approximated by a collection of
Hertzian magnetic dipoles. Each dipole is an infinitesimal point source with a magnetic
field pointing in the direction ascribed by the arrow. In FEKO these point sources can be
used as a substitution for an infinitesimal toroid if they are placed in a small circle as
demonstrated in Figure 4.2. This approximation is important because it allows us to
validate our results with the analytical solution for an infinitesimal toroid derived by
Lovell.
4.3.1 Transmitter Validation
By taking the limit of

(Figure 4.3, right) Lovell (1993) derived an

analytical solution for the major component

of a TM coil. The induced magnetic

current is related to the electric current according to:

where

is the angular frequency,

coil radius (Figure 4.3, right),

is the magnetic permeability of the medium,

is the

is the number of turns, is the electric current, and

the circumference radius (Figure 4.3, right). The parameter
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is

can assume any value that

satisfies

(where

cylindrical coordinates). The

and

are the location of the point of interest in

component of the magnetic field can then be computed at

any point in the cylindrical coordinate system

where

and

according to:

is the electric permittivity of the medium. Notice that this

function does not depend on , meaning, it is constant along all values of . This implies
that when

is visualized in a polar plot it should form concentric circles of decreasing

magnitude at increasing distances away from the source.
To compare FEKO’s results with Lovell’s a simple relative error function was
used in addition to superimposing the data on a plot.

The first approximation for a toroid was a collection of 16 Hertzian dipoles. The
accuracy of the results can be seen in Figure 4.4. The relative errors are, for the most part,
below 1% and there was a good agreement between FEKO’s and Lovell’s solution. Given
these positive results many simulations with fractures were run. However, a strange error
was eventually noted in some of the data. This lead the research back to the Tx validation
phase which uncovered the problem represented in Figure 4.5. Even though the match
between FEKO’s and Lovell’s solution is exceptional at an azimuthal angle of 0o, it is
very poor at all other azimuthal angles for the real phase at distances below 10m. Figure
4.5 exemplifies these results for an azimuthal angle of 330 o. Recall that Lovell’s
analytical solution predicts that

should not vary with azimuthal angle. Thus the Tx

approximation with 16 Hertzian dipoles is inadequate.
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The first attempt at fixing this problem was to increase the number of Hertzian
dipoles used. Figure 4.6 shows the comparative results for a Tx made from 32 dipoles.
Notice that there is almost no difference between these results and those in Figure 4.5. In
a counter-intuitive effort, the number of dipoles used was decreased to 8 and an example
of the comparative results can be seen in Figure 4.7. Notice how the match has, in fact,
improved. To assess if this wasn’t simply due to a coincidence in the chosen azimuthal
angles, the magnetic field for an 8 dipole Tx is displayed in a polar plot in Figure 4.8.
The imaginary part of the magnetic field is constant with the azimuthal angle while the
real part of the field isn’t. It displays a “flower” pattern which indicates that 8 dipoles is
also an incorrect approximation for the infinitesimal toroid.
The next strategy was to increase the number of dipoles in a stepwise manner and
a comparative plot of the results can be seen in Figure 4.9. As the number of dipoles
increases the geometry of the magnetic field goes from lobular (8 sources, purple) to
circular (120 sources, orange), albeit with noise. This pattern evolution is a strong
indication that increasing the number of sources further will generate the uniform circular
pattern expected from a point TM source.
The number of Hertzian dipole sources was increased to the limit of 360. This
amount produced acceptable magnetic fields patterns both for the real and imaginary
parts of the field as seen in Figure 4.10. These results were compared to Lovell’s
analytical solution at several azimuthal angles and all were found to be in good
agreement. A sample of the comparisons for azimuthal angles of 0o and 22o can be seen in
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, respectively. The approximation errors are mostly below
1%. Due to these positive results, all remaining simulations used 360 Hertzian dipoles as
the source in FEKO.
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4.3.2 Cancelation Scheme
The calculations shown in the figures of the previous section represent the
components of the magnetic field along the entire well, quantities easily estimated using
FEKO. However, in a field application we would not have access to such data. The data
acquired using the Rxs of a logging tool undergoes a cancelation in order to extract the
secondary field and minimize the effect of the primary field. In fact, the whole reason for
using more than one Rx is to perform this cancelation. The primary field is the EM field
generated by the homogeneous background case whereas the secondary field is that
generated by the fracture alone.
Depending on the antenna used for excitation, TM or TE, the real and imaginary
components of the EM fields will display different sensitivities to changes in the
electrical conductivity of the surrounding medium ( ). By simulating a toroid Tx while
changing the background conductivity we can identify which part of the EM field is
insensitive to those changes and use a simple numerical scheme to cancel it out. Figure
4.13 and Figure 4.14 represent the response of the real and imaginary parts, respectively,
to changes in . The real part response changes behavior when
threshold (1e-6

1e-3 S/m. Below that

1e-4 S/m) the real part seems insensitive to changes in , whereas

above that threshold it displays seemingly consistent magnitude increases with increasing
. At the threshold a sign change occurs around 3.8m. The values shown in Figure 4.13
are absolute, thus the downwards peak actually represents a change in sign from negative
to positive. It is not well understood why the real part presents this feature but results
seem reliable since there is agreement between FEKO (dots) and Lovell’s analytical
solution (lines). The field behavior when

1e-3 S/m indicates that the real part is the

one which should be canceled but the results for

1e-3 S/m cast doubt on that

conclusion. If we turn our attention to the behavior of the imaginary part (Figure 4.14) we
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see that it varies systematically with increasing background conductivity. With every
magnitude increase in

there is a corresponding overall magnitude increase in

. Thus, despite the doubts due to the real part behavior, the imaginary part is
the one systematically sensitive to

. Due to this, when performing the primary field

cancelation (illustrated in the following paragraphs) we will want to minimize the real
part of the EM solution.
A simple numerical scheme can be used to cancel out the real part of the EM field
of a TM coil and minimize the tool response to the primary field. Let us take the case of a
well logging tool with two receivers Rx1 and Rx2 placed at a distance z1 and z2,
respectively, from the source. Let the magnetic field sensed at each receiver be

and

, respectively. We wish to force the case in which the resultant field measured by the
tool is zero for the homogeneous case. Namely:

The parameter

can be solved for in order to make this statement true:

If the analytical solution for the homogeneous case is known we could use it to reach a
simplified equation for . Furthermore, if the analytical solution is not available (or is too
complex)

and

can be calculated numerically in order to estimate the value of

.
As an illustration, let us take the limit of zero frequency in order to arrive at the
analytical solution of

for a TM DC Hertzian source (Lovell 1993):
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where

is the current times the infinitesimal source length. For the case of a logging tool
, thus

. Additionally, if we assume the tool’s coils have a

constant diameter then

. Consequently, for the DC limit, the parameter

becomes a constant only dependent on the distance between the Tx and the Rxs:

Notice that the solution is independent of the background conductivity
frequency

and the

because of the imposed DC limit. At very low frequencies the above

derivation is still valid however its approximation becomes increasingly inadequate at
increasing frequencies. The parameter , which in the DC limit only contains a real part,
will have a non zero and increasing imaginary part with increasing frequency. Since the
simulations were run at 100 Hz it is expected that the DC derivation will still be a good
approximation for . To test this statement we calculate

analytically and numerically

for each of the logging tool sizes and present them in Table 4.2. As an example,

was

calculated analytically for the short spaced tool:

This value which agrees with the real part of the numerically calculated constant
= -1.9508 + 1.9293E-6j (Table 4.2). Note that in the table the numerically calculated
values of

have an imaginary part since the operating frequency is non-zero. The table

also shows the numerical calculations for
As predicted, the real part of

at two different background conductivities.

is unchanged (up to the 4th decimal place) whereas the

imaginary part increases with increasing . When performing the sum
can choose to use both the imaginary and real parts of

or only the real part of . To

force the homogeneous solution to be exactly zero both parts of
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one

need to be used.

However a result close enough to zero is obtained when using just the real part of . This
is advantageous when cancelling out the primary field in the non-homogeneous
simulation cases. By using only the real part of , the real resultant field is decreased to a
negligible value while the imaginary resultant field suffers only a slight attenuation. This
is important since the fields in question are on the order of 10-6 to 10-12 S/m.
If this same process were repeated with a TE (solenoid) antenna, it would be
shown that the imaginary phase is the most insensitive to changes in . In other words,
for a TE coil the cancelation should eliminate the imaginary phase in a procedure
analogous to the one described above. This work did not investigate the effect of solenoid
coils because it has been shown previously (Pardo and Torres-Verdin 2011) that toroids
are better for the application in fracture diagnostics.
4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Section 4.3 discussed the Tx and Rx modeling in a homogeneous background
space. In this section, a rectangular fracture (see Section 4.2 and Figure 4.1) will be
introduced in the background and its effects on the EM fields are observed. The analysis
begins by studying the behavior of

along the wellbore (Section 4.4.1) when the

fracture is fixed in place. In Section 4.4.2 a logging tool is simulated through the use of
the cancelation scheme described in Section 4.3.2. The results from section 4.4.2 are
similar to the measurements available during a field application whereas the results from
section 4.4.1 are important for this study but physically impossible to collect.
4.4.1 Full Magnetic Fields Along a Horizontal Wellbore
As explained in the Methodology, the simulations were carried out by moving the
fracture while the Tx was stationary at z=0m. Figure 4.15 shows the effects of a 50m HF
on

when it is placed at different locations along the wellbore. The presence of the HF
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causes an increase in the overall magnitude of

compared to the no fracture case. An

increase in field strength is most likely due to the increased contribution of the secondary
field by adding a highly conductive object to the background. Also notice how the field
strength increase is proportional to how close the fracture is to the Tx. When the HF is
placed at z=1m
z=18m,

has the largest separation from the no fracture case. Whereas at

has the smallest separation from the no fracture case. These same effects can

be seen in Figure 4.16 which is for a 100m long HF. These figures are a positive
indication that by operating at a frequency of 100Hz the fields sensed along the wellbore
are affected by the presence of the fracture in the far field.
This point can be further strengthened by comparing the effect of different sized
fractures fixed at a certain location. Figure 4.17 demonstrates the difference between a
50m, 80m and 100m fracture at z=5m. Figure 4.18 demonstrates the difference between a
15m, 20m, and 25m fracture at z=5m. The real part of

is different amongst the HF

sizes, however these differences are difficult to characterize with a specific trend. Notice
that at the fracture location of z=5m, the curves representing different HF sizes overlap
and the field differences only emerge with increasing distance from the fracture. Turning
to the imaginary part we can see a more consistent trend which is especially apparent in
Figure 4.18 (right plot). The overall magnitude of

increases as the fracture

length increases, which agrees with our expectations and follows the trend established in
Figure 4.14. By increasing the length of the fracture the highly conductive area also
increases. This, in turn, leads to a larger magnitude of the secondary field and therefore
also of the total field. But it is important to note that the field strength increase is very
small. There is a measurable difference in the EM fields when fracture size is changed
however that difference is minute. This implies that a very sensitive set of Rxs is
necessary in order to carry out the measurements.
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With the fracture length constant at 15m the background conductivity was
changed and the results can be seen in Figure 4.19. The imaginary part increases by an
order of magnitude with an increase of an order of magnitude in . These results are in
agreement with the previous simulation shown in Figure 4.14 which is in the absence of a
fracture. Therefore an increase in the observed magnetic field can be achieved by
increasing

or fracture length. The measured fields seem more sensitive to

only

because a change in the background matrix is of much larger scale than increasing
fracture size. A question might arise because of this observation: how can we
differentiate increases in

that are due to

from those that are due to fracture length?

The best answer is through the cancelation scheme presented in section 4.3.2.
Background conductivity affects the primary field which, ideally, gets muted after the
cancelation is performed.
The effect of fracture electrical conductivity ( ) was studied for a fixed fracture
length of 20m. The results can be seen in Figure 4.20. Similarly to all previous results,
the real phase of

exhibits a variation which is not readily explainable or predictable.

The real field was expected to decrease with decreasing
conductivity fractures (

S/m and

and this occurs with the finite
S/m). However the PEC fracture

displays an EM field significantly lower than both finite conductivity fractures. On the
right of Figure 4.20 we see imaginary part of the field which displays almost no
differentiation between the different fracture conductivities. The only observable feature
in the simulations was, once again, the smaller EM field magnitude for the PEC fracture
compared to the finite conductivity fractures. This feature is more easily seen in the close
up image Figure 4.21. The magnitude of

for the finite conductivity fractures

display no differentiation whereas the field for the PEC fracture is larger before 5m and
smaller after 5m. It was expected that a change in
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produce a more pronounced effect

on the EM fields, which is inconsistent with the current observations. An error in the
simulation set up could explain the inconsistency and future work will continue to
explore this case study.
4.4.2 Simulation of Logging Tool Operation
To simulate the operation of a physical tool a series of steps were taken. First the
fracture was placed at the lowest point of interest (z=-2m) and the magnetic field along
the entire wellbore was calculated. The data points corresponding to the location of Rx1
and Rx2 for the short spaced tool (Table 4.1) were extracted and the real phase was
canceled according to the procedure highlighted in Section 4.3.2. The same was done for
the medium and long spaced tools (Table 4.1). Next, the fracture was moved by 1m and
the calculations were repeated. Thus, every time the fracture is moved only one resultant
field number is extracted for each of the tool sizes. The procedure is repeated until the
fracture reaches z=22m.
Depending on the size of the tool, different locations along the wellbore will be
most sensitive to the EM fields. Figure 4.22 illustrates this point by showing the resultant
fields seen by different tool sizes for a 50m fracture. In general, the resultant fields have
larger magnitudes when the fracture is closest to the receivers or the transmitter. In other
words, peaks in the fields will be seen around the Tx (z=0m) and the Rxs for the short,
medium and long spaced tools (z=1.2m, 9m, and 18.2m, respectively). What Figure 4.22
implies for a field application is that measurements will be best at the point where the
tool is in the close vicinity of the fracture. Another feature seen in Figure 4.22 is the
difference in overall field magnitude between the three receiver spacings. The short tool
has a larger resultant field magnitude, followed by the medium and long spaced tools.
This is expected since field attenuation is larger at larger distances from the Tx.
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In addition to Rx spacing, another important aspect to consider while trying to
model a logging tool is which azimuthal angle should be used to calculate the received
fields. As described in the Methodology section, the Rxs are not being physically
simulated like the Tx. But rather, the EM fields are estimated at the locations where the
Rxs would be on the wellbore wall. Looking back at Figure 4.1 (top) there are several
locations on the wellbore wall EM fields can be estimated. The Rxs can be simulated at
an azimuthal angle of

,

or even an average of the fields at several angles.

Because of simulated geometry (Figure 4.1) the fields will vary with azimuthal angle
since angles other than 0o become increasingly distant from the fracture center. The
fracture geometry is symmetrical in the x-y plane and with the features from
(counterclockwise) are mirrored at

to

to

(clockwise). At

increasing azimuthal angles (both clockwise and counter-clockwise) the resultant field
strength should decrease symmetrically along mirror angles since they are equally far
from the fracture center. The field variation with azimuthal angle can be seen in Figure
4.23 for the medium spaced (left) and long spaced (right) tools. The mirror angles have
the same field strength as seen in the pairs 30o-330o (red line – lilac dash); 60o-300o
(green line – orange dash) and 90o-270o (purple line – blue dash). At
field is at its maximum magnitude and at

and

the resultant

the resultant field is at a

minimum and close to zero. Also plotted in Figure 4.23 is the average of the field
strengths from azimuthal angles 90o to 270o (clockwise rotation). Because the Rxs would
be toroid coils, an average of the fields shown seems like a plausible approximation for
the physical measurement. However, since the fields are close to zero at
the average becomes a muted version of the data at
blue dashes in Figure 4.23.
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and

as seen in the sky

A comparison between the resultant fields at different azimuthal angles can also
be seen in Figure 4.24, Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 for the short, medium and long
spaced tool, respectively. As shown previously in Figure 4.22, when the fracture aligns
with the Tx or the Rxs there are spikes in the resultant field magnitude. For the short
spaced tool (Figure 4.24) we see one general area of larger sensitivity around z=0 due to
the fact that the distance between Tx and Rx1 is only 1.2m. For the medium tool (Figure
4.25), two separate peaks are observed at z=0m and z=9m and the field beyond the Rxs
converges to zero. Similarly, for the long spaced tool (Figure 4.26) two peaks are
observed at z=0m and z=18.2m and the field beyond the Rxs converges to zero. Also note
that the signal peak at the Tx is larger than the peak at the Rxs for both the medium and
long spaced tools. This may explain why we see little to no signal difference between the
fracture sizes in the short spaced tool. It is possible that the Tx signal overweighs the
secondary field generated by the fracture and the cancelation scheme is not able to mute
its effect. The signal difference between the fracture sizes increases as we go from the
short to the long spaced tool. This agrees with the generally known fact that tools with
longer distances between the Tx and Rxs are able to perform deeper measurements. For
both the medium and long spaced tools, the resultant magnetic field increases in
magnitude with increasing fracture length. Figure 4.27 presents this in a clearer form by
focusing on the areas immediately surrounding the Rxs of each tool. Again, the short
spaced tool (Figure 4.27, top-left) presents practically no difference between the fracture
sizes. The medium spaced tool (Figure 4.27, top-right) presents significant differences
between the fracture sizes. The largest difference is between the 20m and 50m fractures
and the smallest difference is between the 80m and 100m fractures. A similar trend is
observed for the long spaced tool (Figure 4.27, bottom). The differences in field
magnitude between all fracture sizes are amplified but the difference between the 20m
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and 50m fractures is still significantly larger than the difference between the other
fracture sizes.
We can evaluate the difference in the field magnitudes numerically, as shown in
Table 4.3, Table 4.4, and Table 4.5. For the short spaced tool, there is only a 1% signal
difference between the 20m fracture and the 100m fracture. Whereas for the medium and
long spaced tool the difference jumps to 40% and 107%, respectively. In other words, the
longer spaced tools are significantly more sensitive to fracture size. For the medium
spaced tool (Table 4.4) there is a 29% signal difference between the 20m and 50m
fracture sizes. As the fracture sizes increase this difference goes down: 6% between 50m
and 80m and only 2% between 80m and 100m. Similarly, for the long spaced tool (Table
4.5) the signal difference between fracture sizes is 73%, 14% and 5% for the 20m-50m,
50m-80m, and 80m-100m fractures, respectively. This non-linear trend occurs most
likely because of field attenuation. Recall from section 4.3.1 that the magnetic field
decays proportionally to 1/z3. The longer the fracture, the longer the distance the field
must travel and the stronger the signal attenuation will be. If we were to simulate
increasingly longer fractures the signal differences would decrease and cease to exist
once the investigation depth limit was reached. Nonetheless, the signal differences shown
in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 for the medium and long spaced tools are significant and
expected to be measurable in a field application. Thus, by analyzing Figure 4.27, Table
4.4 and Table 4.5 we conclude it is possible to differentiate fracture sizes using a low
frequency induction tool. Additionally, we also observe that the difference between
fracture sizes becomes larger with increasing Tx-Rx separation.
The effect of non-orthogonal fractures on the resultant field was studied and is
shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29. A 50m fracture was deviated to 66o (see Figure 4.1
for angle reference point) so that it could effectively look like a 20m orthogonal fracture.
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The field at several azimuthal angles around the wellbore is shown in Figure 4.28. Due to
the deviation, the largest field strength is observed at

70o instead of at 0o (the case for

all previous simulations as seen in Figure 4.23). Technically, the maximum field strength
should be measured at

but the fields were not calculated at that point. Following

the trend established previously (Figure 4.23), the further away from the fracture center
the smaller the resultant field magnitude. At 90o away from the fracture center (for the
deviated case

) the field magnitude approaches zero. Beyond a 90o rotation

from the fracture center there was a phase change and the resultant fields become
opposite in sign. In other words, resultant fields at
negative whereas the fields at

90o-336o (clockwise) were

336o-270o (clockwise) were positive. This is observed

on the right-hand plots of Figure 4.28. The field at

is opposite in sign to the field at

330o, 300o and 270o. This change in sign causes the average field magnitude to be smaller
than in the 50m orthogonal fracture case (Figure 4.29). For the short spaced tool (Figure
4.29, top-left) the deviated fracture signal is significantly smaller than that of the 20m and
50m orthogonal fractures (which overlap). For the medium spaced tool (Figure 4.29, topright) the field magnitude increases in the following order: 50m deviated, 20m orthogonal
and 50m orthogonal. However the magnitude difference between the deviated and
orthogonal fractures is smaller when compared to the short spaced tool. For the long
spaced tool (Figure 4.29, bottom) the difference between the 20m orthogonal and 50m
deviated fractures becomes very small and only significantly distinguishable near the
receivers (18.2m). From analyzing the average resultant fields alone it is difficult to know
if the fracture is deviated or simply shorter in comparison to the others. An analysis of the
fields at different azimuthal angles such as in Figure 4.28 is a more robust way to
determine fracture deviation. Thus, for the intent of indentifying fracture azimuth, a
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directional EM tool with the capability of measuring fields at different locations around
the wellbore will, most likely, need to be developed.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
Compared to antenna resonance, the use of induction technology is more
promising for the application in fracture diagnostics. In this chapter it has been illustrated
how an induction tool can be simulated using FEKO and a few simplifying assumptions.
An idealized toroid (TM) transmitter was used to excite the electrically conductive
rectangular fracture (Figure 4.1) and the EM fields were calculated along the wellbore. It
was shown that

is sensitive to changes in conductivity, i.e. fracture presence, even at

distances as far away as 100m (Figure 4.16). Both the real and imaginary part of

vary

with fracture length but only the imaginary phase displays a consistent trend of increasing
field magnitude with increasing fracture length (Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18). By using a
simple cancelation scheme (Section 4.3.2) measurements from a logging tool can be
simulated and analyzed. Three tool sizes were simulated (Table 4.1) and their
performance was evaluated using fracture sizes that ranged from 20m to 100m. The short
spaced tool was unable to differentiate fracture sizes (Figure 4.24) however the
measurements by the medium and long spaced tool presented increasing

magnitude

with increasing fracture size (Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26, respectively). The signal
difference between the fracture sizes increases with larger Tx-Rxs spacing as seen in
Figure 4.27. When the fracture center is deviated from

the magnitude of the

resultant signal will reach a maximum at the angle of deviation (Figure 4.28). This fact
can be used to identify fracture azimuth with a directional tool. By analyzing the average
resultant field alone it is not possible to immediately identify if a signal magnitude
discrepancy is due to fracture deviation or differences in fracture size (Figure 4.29).
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Tool

Tx Location

Rx1 Location

Rx2 Location

Tx-Rx1

Rx1-Rx2

Short Spaced

0m

1.2 m

1.5 m

1.2 m
(3.9 ft)

0.3 m
(0.98 ft)

Medium Spaced

0m

9m

10 m

9m
(29.5 ft)

1m
(3.28 ft)

Long Spaced

0m

18.2 m

19.4 m

18.2 m
(59.7 ft)

1.2 m
(3.94 ft)

Table 4.1 - Receiver spacing for short, medium and long spaced tool.
Tool

Short

Medium

Long

-1.9531

-1.3717

-1.2111

[S/m]

4.4569E-14 –
8.1547E-10j

1.0351E-16 –
1.9391E-12j

1.0036E-17 –
2.3450E-13j

[S/m]

2.3159E-14 –
4.1801E-10j

7.2438E-17 –
1.9391E-12j

7.5369E-18 –
1.9362E-13j

-1.9508 +
1.9293E-6j

-1.3717 –
2.9347E-6j

-1.2111 –
4.6870E-6j

4.0350E-14 –
8.1547E-9j

-5.1093E-16 –
1.9391E-11j

-2.9096E-16 –
2.3450E-12j

1.9679E-14 –
4.1801E-9j

-4.7613E-16 –
1.4137E-11j

-2.7487E-16 –
1.9362E-12j

-1.9508 –
4.6880E-7j

-1.3717 –
1.0058E-5j

-1.2111 –
2.1660E-5j

Table 4.2 –Cancelation parameter for homogeneous backgrounds of =1E-4 S/m and
=1E-3 S/m. is the analytically calculated parameter according to the tool
sizes in Table 4.1.
is the numerically calculated parameter with the
values of
presented in the table.
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20m

20m

50m

80m

100m

0%

-2%

-14%

1%

0%

-12%

3%

0%

18%

50m
80m

0%

100m

Table 4.3 – Relative difference between the resultant(
) of several fracture sizes seen
in the short spaced tool of Figure 4.27. The largest magnitude of resultant
( ) of each fracture size between z=-2m and z=4m was used in the
calculation. Table values were calculated according to 100*(|Row||Column|)/|Row|.

20m

20m

50m

80m

100m

0%

29%

37%

40%

0%

6%

8%

0%

2%

50m
80m

0%

100m

Table 4.4 - Relative difference between the resultant(
) of several fracture sizes seen in
the medium spaced tool of Figure 4.27. The largest magnitude of resultant
( ) of each fracture size between z=6m and z=12m was used in the
calculation. Table values were calculated according to 100*(|Row||Column|)/|Row|.

20m

20m

50m

80m

100m

0%

73%

97%

107%

0%

14%

20%

0%

5%

50m
80m

0%

100m

Table 4.5 - Relative difference between the resultant (
) of several fracture sizes seen
in the long spaced tool of Figure 4.27. The largest magnitude of resultant
( ) of each fracture size between z=16m and z=22m was used in the
calculation. Table values were calculated according to 100*(|Row||Column|)/|Row|.
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Figure 4.1 - Geometry of simulated hydraulic fracture system.

Figure 4.2 - Approximation of ideal “toroid point source” with 16 magnetic Hertzian
dipoles.
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Figure 4.3 - Solenoid (left) and toroid (right) coils. For the toroid, the magnetic field is in
the same direction as IM (induced magnetic current).

Figure 4.4 - Comparison between FEKO 16 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 0o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.5 - Comparison between FEKO 16 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 330o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.6 - Comparison between FEKO 32 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 330o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.7 - Comparison between FEKO 8 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 330o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.8 - Absolute values of real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the ϕ component
of the magnetic field at varying azimuthal angles and different depths along
the wellbore for 8 Hertzian dipoles sources.
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Figure 4.9 - Effect on azimuthal variation of
(in S/m, concentric circles) of
increasing the number of Hertzian dipole sources from 8 to 120. Fields
calculated at a fixed well depth of z=0.5m.
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Figure 4.10 - Absolute values of real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the ϕ component
of the magnetic field (in S/m, concentric circles) at varying azimuthal angles
and different depths along the wellbore for 360 point dipoles sources.
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Figure 4.11 - Comparison between FEKO 360 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 0o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.12 - Comparison between FEKO 360 dipole “point toroid” magnetic fields at an
azimuthal angle of 22o with Lovell’s analytical solution for a point source
(F=100 Hz, =0.01 S/m, =0.05m). On the left: Top vs. z; Middle vs. z; Bottom vs. z. On right: Relative error for
magnitude (top), imaginary (middle) and real (bottom) in % vs. z. Magnetic
fields in [A/m] and distance from the transmitter (z) in [m].
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Figure 4.13 - Effect of varying background conductivity on absolute value of the real
component of
at 0o azimuthal angle. Each color represents a different
background conductivity (in S/m). Lines are data from Lovell’s analytical
solution. Circles are data calculated in FEKO (F=100 Hz).
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Figure 4.14 - Effect of varying background conductivity on absolute value of the
imaginary component of
at 0o azimuthal angle. Each color represents a
different background conductivity (in S/m). Lines are data from Lovell’s
analytical solution. Circles are data calculated in FEKO (F=100 Hz).
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Figure 4.15 - Effect of a 50m fracture on the absolute real (left) and imaginary (right)
magnetic fields when the fracture is placed at different depths along the well
(F=100Hz, = 1e-3 S/m,
).
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Figure 4.16 - Effect of a 100m fracture on the absolute real (left) and imaginary (right)
magnetic fields when the fracture is placed at different depths along the well
(F=100Hz, = 1e-3 S/m,
).
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Figure 4.17 - Effect of fracture length on the absolute real (left) and imaginary (right)
components of the magnetic field when the fracture is placed at a depth
z=5m along the wellbore (F=100Hz, = 1e-3 S/m,
).
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Figure 4.18 - Effect of fracture length on the absolute real (left) and imaginary (right)
components of the magnetic field when the fracture is placed at a depth
z=5m along the wellbore (F=100Hz, = 1e-3 S/m,
).
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imaginary (right) magnetic fields due to a 15m fracture localized at z=5m
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Figure 4.25 - Simulated resultant imaginary magnetic fields from a medium spaced tool
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Figure 4.26 - Simulated resultant imaginary magnetic fields from a long spaced tool for a
point sampling azimuth of 0o (top-left), 30o (top-right), 300o (bottom-left)
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The activity in shale gas and shale oil plays is expected to grow aggressively in
the following 20 years (U.S. 2011 A). The demand for energy drives this expansion and
the evolution of hydraulic fracturing techniques has made it economically viable (King
G.E., 2010). Although the number of hydraulic fracturing jobs performed to date
surpasses the millions, the industry’s understanding of true fracture geometry in the
reservoir is still lacking. Of the fracture diagnostics technologies available, microseismic
(MS) monitoring is the most popular despite its large cost, significant footprint and
complex post-processing. MS can provide a map of seismic events related to shear failure
which is as close as currently possible to a fracture geometry map. However, as discussed
in Chapter 2, many of the recorded seismic events are not related to propped fractures in
the rock. In other words, MS records events that cannot determine proppant location. It is
understood that propped length is the most important variable in increased production
rates after flowback (King G.E. 2010) thus a tool that could identify proppant location
would be extremely beneficial.
This thesis explored two ways of developing a fracture diagnostics tool capable of
estimating propped fracture length. Both options would require the use of electrically
conductive proppant (ECP). The fabrication of ECP is believed possible and an option
currently on the market is calcined petroleum coke (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, antenna
resonance was studied as an option for designing a fracture diagnostics tool.
Unfortunately, the required operation frequencies (0.2-3MHz) combined with the matrix
conductivities found in most shale reservoirs (1e-5 to 1e-2S/m) renders the resonance
patterns undistinguishable. Under these conditions, low frequency induction was found to
be a more promising approach.
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Chapter 4 studies the viability of using low frequency induction as a possible
fracture diagnostics tool. First, the full EM fields along the wellbore were analyzed with
the fracture fixed at specific locations. The fields were sensitive to fracture placement and
size as demonstrated by Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.18. The measurements collected by a
low frequency induction tool was simulated by using a numerical scheme which cancels
the primary field of the formation and extracts the secondary field caused by the fracture.
These simulations were mostly successful and the following conclusions can be drawn
from them:
(1) The resultant imaginary field increases with increasing fracture size. This field
magnitude increase was observed for the medium (9m between Tx and Rxs) and long
spaced tool (18.2m between Tx and Rxs) , but not for the short spaced tool (1.2 m
between Tx and Rxs);
(2) The increase in measured signal can be as large as 107% for the long spaced tool
between a 20m and a 100m fracture. Thus, the signal difference between fracture
sizes is significant and can be measured by a physical tool (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5);
(3) Both medium and long spaced tools were more sensitive to the size differences
between the 20m-50m fractures compared to the 50m-80m and 80-100m fractures.
The difference in signal magnitude was observed to decrease with increasing fracture
size (Figure 4.27, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5);
(4) The long spaced tool was the most sensitive to fracture size changes.
Stemming from the last conclusion is a recommendation that a future tool be built
with the largest Tx-Rx spacing conveniently possible in order to maximum tool
sensitivity to fracture length. The existence of Cross-well Electromagnetic Tomography
(XW-EMT) on a commercial scale demonstrates that hardware for a low frequency
induction wireline tool is currently available (see Chapter 2). The results outlined in
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Chapter 4 prove the feasibility of this technology however more simulation work is still
required in order to accomplish all the objectives outlined in Chapter 1. First, the
simulations for fracture geometry should be expanded to include the effects of varying
height and thickness. Ideally, some type of predictive relationship between these
variables and the measured secondary fields should be established. Further fracture
geometries such as PKN should also be investigated. In addition to the case shown in
Figure 4.28, fractures which are non-perpendicular to the wellbore should be studied. As
seen in Figure 4.29, it is difficult to distinguish deviated fractures from orthogonal
fractures of smaller size, adding more complexity and non-uniqueness to the inverse
problem. Using triaxial Rxs can help in deciphering the fracture main azimuthal angle
since there is a spike in field magnitude at that angle. Such Rxs and Txs currently exist
and are used in the field and in simulations of XW-EMT (Chapter 2). Further, analyzing
the phase of the magnetic field could help in the determination of fracture azimuth. Since
current simulations were not able to determine the effect of fracture conductivity on the
magnetic field more simulations should be performed in order to establish the minimum
proppant electrical conductivity which still allows for appropriate field measurements.
These simulations are crucial since the selection of a conductive proppant is required
before building a physical tool.
After exhausting the above list of important forward simulations, efforts should
focus on developing a numerical inversion scheme. Inverting field data to usable fracture
dimensions will be no easy task, however advances in the area of XW-EMT (Chapter 2)
shows that 3D single well data inversion is possible. When the appropriate proppant is
found and a robust inversion scheme is developed, the technology of EM for fracture
diagnostics will be ready to undergo its first testing phase with a physical tool.
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Units

Depth of penetration of EM signal

[m]

Magnetic field in the azimuthal (phi) direction

[A/m]

Imaginary component of the magnetic field in the phi direction

[A/m]

Real component of the magnetic field in the phi direction

[A/m]

Speed of light in free space

[m/s]

F

Frequency of operation

[Hz]

HF

Hydraulic fracture

[=]

L

Fracture length

[m]

PEC

Perfect electric conductor

[S/m]

Rxi

Receiver number i, where i increases away from the
transmitter

[=]

Tx

Transmitter

[=]

XW-EMT

Cross-well Electromagnetic Tomography

[=]

Distance along horizontal wellbore

[m]

Permittivity of free space

[F/m]

Relative permittivity

[=]

Wavelength

[m]

Magnetic permeability

[H/m]

Background electrical conductivity

[S/m]

Hydraulic fracture electrical conductivity

[S/m]

Angular frequency

[rad/s]
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